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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
Introduction 
Northwestern State College was founded in 1897 after leading citi-
zens of Alva, Oklahomat had made courageous effo~ts for a period of 
more than two years to establish a college in the community. The bill 
to establish the school was passed by the Senate and signed into law by 
Governor W. C. Renfrow in March, 1897. By 1901 the faculty had in-
creased to fifteen members and the student body had grown to 551. 
The school was established following the opening of the Cherokee 
2t~ip. Within a short time a vast prairie land was filled with people 
determined to overcome hardships and to make sacrifices to establish 
permanent homes a..~d the good life. In this respect the population of 
this great region represented those industrious and courageous Ameri-
cans who tried continu.ally to build and develop new communities and 
better institutions. 
In earlier years the bulk of the student body came from rural areas 
end small communities in the northern and western parts of the state. 
Most of those in attendance were descendants of the pioneers who set-
tled these regions. Since the second World War, however, gradual 
changes have taken place. At the present the student body is compcsed 
of individuals coming from all over the state, the surrounding states, 
and fifteen foreign countries. The out-of-state enrollment constitutes 
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approximately 20 per cent of the total enrollment. 
Informal studies of the students have been undertaken l~;r the staff 
members to obtain a broader understanding of the abilitiefil and goals of 
the students, and to determine how various phases of the instructional 
program might meet the needs of the students most effectively. Recently 
it was deemed advisable by the administration to undertake an investi-
gation which would look more closely at those characteristics which dif-
ferentiated the achieving students from those meeting minimal academic 
standards. 
Purpose 
The investigation has been undertaken for the purpose of making 
an intensive study of the characteristics of the freshmen entering 
Northwestern State College (NWSG) in the summer and fall of 1965 
(Group A) and the summer and fall of 1966 (Group B) who have achieved 
certain levels of academic proficiency. On the assumption that dif-
ferences exist between satisfactorily and low-achieving students in a 
numbers of characteristics, the present study was designed to examine 
those differences. Since there was no policy currently in operation 
at NWSC which accepted or rejected students on the basis of weighted 
criterion predictors, the investigation was not oriented in the direc-
tion of a prediction study. Rather, the research concerns were cen-
tered around the differences which existed among satisfactorily-
achieving and low-achieving students in intelligence, reading skills, 
temperament, psychological needs, self-concept, and background charac-
teristics. Findings from this kind of investiga.tion would be useful 
to advisor and couns.elors in assisting the students to achieve better 
3 
pictures of themselvee, to plan more meaningful educational and voca-
tional objectives, and to develop awareness in the ataff members of the 
complex cognitive a.:1d emotional patterns which may be found to be char-
acateristio of those students at NWSC manifesting different levels of 
academic productivity. 
It was sound to assume that some of the outcomes reported in the 
study had been observed informally and utilized by the staff in dealing 
with students. In this investigation an effort has been made to study 
the data in a systematic manner so that greater confidence 11183' be 
placed in the outcomes. 
P..ypotheses 
The investigation was concerned with examining the extent to which 
measures of intelligence, high school performance, reading skills, 
needs, temperament, self-concept, and background characteristics dif-
.ferentiated among students who met certain standards of academic per-
formance assessed by level of class work. The criterion of perfor-
mance for Group A was the over-all grade point average at the end of 
the fall semester of the second year; the criterion for Group B was 
the over-all grade point average at the end of the first semester in 
school. Students from each group were divided into three levels of 
academic achievement: Level 1 consisted of those students meeting 
minimal academic standards (over-all grade point average of 1.99 or 
below); Level 2 consisted of those students meeting adequate academic 
standards {over-all grade point average of 2.00 to 2.99); Level 3 was 
composed of students achieving superior academic standards (over-all 
grade point averae;-e of 3.00 and above). The questions tested in this 
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investigation were stated as null hypotheses, or more explicitly: 
(1) that differences among satisfactori].J·...a.chieving and low-achieving 
students on the following were no great<?J,.' than could be expected to 
occur by chance: 
(a) the five scores on the American College Test Battery 
(b) high school grades in English, Mathematics, Social 
Science, and Natural Science 
(c) the three scores on the Nelson-Denny Rea.ding Test 
(d) the three scores on the Henmon-Nelson Intelligence Test 
(e) the scores on the 15 scales measuring needs a.s assessed 
by the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule 
(f) the scores on the 10 scales of the Guilford-Zimmerman 
Temperament Survey 
(g) the scores on aspects of self-concept as measured by 
the 12 scales of the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale 
l, 
and (2), that for the satisfactorily-achieving and low-achieving stu-
dents none of the intercorrelations for the data referred to above were 
statistically significant. 
In addition to the testing of the hypotheses, frequency counts 
were prepared and percentages calculated for various background data 
of students in Groups A and B who differed in levels of academic per-
formance. 
Differences between satisfactorily-achieving and low-achieving 
students on measures of intelligence and reading skills have been ob-
served (31), but the extent to which temperament, needs, self-concept, 
and ba.ekground characteristics contributed to the differ-ences ha.s net 
always been clear (66, 44, 36j 38, 101). Human behavior is based upon 
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complex cognitive and emotional patterns interacting among themselves 
and with the ~nvironment. Academic productivity and school adjustment 
must be cone'aived in terms of such complex interactions. 
Within recent years various sophisticated theories have been de-
veloped to make more meaningful the dynamics of human behavior (43). 
It seems that the set of determinants affecting the directionality of 
human behavior can be found frequently in personality factors. The con-
cept of self has a marked influence on the individual's expected level 
of performance and his choice of goals. Levels of aspiration set too 
high in relation to ability may result in establishing unrealistic 
goals for succeeding performances (89). Goals set too low in relation 
to ability may result in feelings of lack of challenge and lowered 
satisfaction. Individuals must learn to set for themselves goals which 
are within their ability of attainment and which are realistically per-
ceived. When achievements do not meet expectation, performances may be 
affected. Students preoccupied with personal concerns and problems, 
and with feelings centering particularly around inability to achieve 
meaningful goals, often perceive themselves as inadequate and incompe-
tent. Inability to attain unrealistic ideals leads to frustration and 
demoralization (11). 
Definition of Terms 
For the purposes of this research, the following definitions apply 
and are listed alphabetically: 
Academic motivation 
Academic motivation was interpreted as the intensity of a student's 
effort and desire to achieve a certain level of academic performance. 
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Academic achievement 
The knowledge attained or skills developed in school subjects, 
usually designated by test scores or by marks as$igned by teachers. 
Adjustment 
In this investigation adjustment was referred to as the process of 
finding and adopting modes of behavi-or suitable to the environment. 
Background characteristics 
Background characteristics were interpreted as characteristics 
which emerged from various ecological and demographic factors which 
pertain to the student. Variables such as home community, type of 
school attended, size of graduating class, number of younger children 
living at home, number of other dependents living at home, intended vo-
cation, vocation of parents, family income and family educational back-
ground are referred to as background characteristics. 
Grade roint average 
In this investigation grade point average was the accumulated 
grade point average for the total number of course hours completed by 
the student. Grade point average was obtained by dividing grade points 
by number of hours of course work taken when course marks were weighted 
by the following system: 
Group!. 
Group A was made up of those students who entered NWSC as fresh-
men in the SWTuT.er a..~d fall of 1965. 
Grou;e ~ 
Group B was made up of those students who entered NiiSC as fresh-
1 
men in the summer and fall of 1966. 
Levell 
Level 1 "~s composed of students attaining a grade point average 
of 1.99 or below. 
Level 2 
-
Level 2 was composed of students attaining a grade point average 
between 2.00 and 2.99. 
Level .l 
Level 3 was composed of students attaining a grade point average 
of 3.00 or above. 
Level of aspiration 
Level of aspiration was the level of performance or the goal that 
a person or group desires to reach in a specific activity. 
Need 
A need was a requirement of the organism for survival, growth, re-
production, health, or social accepta.~ce. 
Scholastic aptitude 
Scholastic aptitude referred to potentiality for achievement in 
general college work and indicated by test performance involving oper-
ations analogous to those basic to college academic achievement. 
Temperament 
Temperament referred to the affective and emotional aspects of 
personality, with special !'e.ference to mood and degree of a.ctivi ty. 
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Limitations of the Study 
The treatment of the problem has been limited to include only 
those students attending Northwestern State College, Alva, Oklahoma, 
who entered as freshmen students in the summer and fall of 1965 and the 
summer and fall of 1966, and whose names were randomly obtained from a 
list of students compiled in the Office of the Dean of Students. Stu-
dents having incomplete test data and transfer students were excluded 
from the study. The investigation was not designed as a prediction 
study, consequently no regression equations were developed for the pur-
pose of obtaining rebression weights to predict academic performance. 
CHAPTER II 
P..EVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Information available in the area of research with which this study 
is concerned is fairly extensive (66). A number of studies have ap-
peared within the last fifteen years which have been concerned with the 
effect upon academic performance of high school rank, level of intelli-
gence, and level of reading skill. Experts are generally agreed that 
these three factors play important roles in determining the extent to 
which students will meet acceptable academic standards in a college 
setting. In addition, greater concerns have centered upon personality 
adju~tment, needs and value systems, and the educational, social and 
family backgrounds of the students. Unfortunately, the extent to which 
these factors contribute to academic achievement is not clear (66). 
In this section certain pertinent studies are presented which utilize 
data obtained on college students to illustrate types of findings and 
to relate findings to the objectives of the present stud_y. 
Intelligence Factors in College Performance 
The major aim of the majority of investigations is to determine 
those factors which will predict academic achievement most effectively. 
Lavin (66) pointed out that the relationships betw~een such predictors 
and performance criteria are not very strongr due possibly to (1) the 
fa.ilu.re to isolate enough of the right va.riaJ:,les, (2) measurement error 
g 
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in predictors, and (3) uncontr~lled sources of variation in grades them-
selves. The objective of this study, as mentioned earlier, was not to 
construct regression eqi:..ations for predicting criteria of academic per-
formance, but rather to examine systematically those variables which 
(1) appeared to differentiate between different levels of performance, 
and (2) appeared to be s~ioantly in.terrelated. Such data 11ould con-
tribute to a ficher understanding of students achieving at different 
levels and would be useful to counselors in working with students with 
academic, vocational, and emotional problems. 
Success in academic work requires certain cognitive skills. These 
skills are measured to a significant degree by intelligence tests. The 
extent to which these types of psychological measures relate to success-
ful academic work has been the major focus of much research. The liter-
ature is extensive. Cronbach (21) and Henry (46) reviewed the litera-
ture independently about twenty years ago and reported conclusions 
which have been substantiated by more recent research. The correlations 
of college level ability tests with grade point average range from 
about .30 to .70 with a median r of .50 (5). 
Lavin (66) pointed out that the major respect in which studies 
vary is in their concern with global as against multidimensional pre-
diction. In exploring the former, the investigators are interested in 
over-all measures of ability in relation to over-all assessments of 
academic performance, while in the latter the concern is with the re-
lation of a number of measures of ability to more than one specific 
dimension of performa.--ice. Al though regression equations are of assis-
tance to the counselor in making judgments as to the probability of 
success in academic work, much of the varia.T1ce in the criterion is 
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still unaccounted for in assessments based upon such data~ There is 
assurance, however, in the conclusion that the predictione are still 
better than chance outcomes. It should be emphasized again in reiter-
ating e. statement ma.de above that this investigation is not concerned 
with the development of regression equations for the prediction of aca-
demic achievement, but is concerned with the types of outcomes oncer-
tain psychometric instruments obtained by students manifesting differ-
ent levels of academic performance. 
The American College Test (AC't') bas been widely used in assessing 
intellectual growth. Since they are indicators of the extent to which 
students can profit from learning experiences, it is legitimate to re-
fer to them as measures of intellective capacity. Data reported in 
1965 (4) based upon 59,164 students, showed that the median r between 
composite score and the college over-all grade point average was .50. 
When high school grades for freshmen from sixty-two colleges were com-
bined with the results cf the four tests of the ACT battery, the median 
correlation with freshmen coliege grades was .64. 
It has been pointed out (53, 33, 52, 93) that in studying the rel-
ative usefulness of ability tests, a sex difference is likely to con-
found the results. There appears to be evidence that females are some-
what less variable in performance than males. The correlations be-
tween measures of ability and criteria of academic performance are 
somewhat higher for females than for males. 
When a battery of predictors is employed to assess academic per-
formance in college work, the magnitude of the multiple r rar.a.ges from 
~ 60 to ~ 70 ( 66). The average r is a.bout • 65 which is in line with the 
data reported above for the ACT battery. 
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Swensen and others (100, 44, 31) have found that academic perfor-
mance in high school is signifi:}a.ntly related to college achievement. 
Swensen noted that even though students were roughly equivalent in 
terms of ability, the ones who did superior work in high school re-
ceived significantly higher grades at the end of the first semester in 
college. The research reported from numerous sources (31, 32, 44, 4) 
supports the contention that measures of achievement and ability relate 
positively to level of college productivity. 
In addition to the methods described above, Horst and others (51, 
103, 6) have developed procedures for investigating the relationships 
between various measures of ability and grades in specific courses or 
course areas. The obvious assumption is that the performance of stu-
dents differs from one subject area to another. The various ability 
measures are correlated with different criteria of performance. The 
technique of multivariate analysis (97) has been employed to assess the 
degree to which each of the ability measures are differentially weighted 
for predicting specific criteria. According to Horst (51) the corre-
lations range from .13 to .89 with a media r of .50. Berdie (9) re-
ported that he had limited success in predicting grades in various 
kinds of courses from a battery of measures for which differential 
weights had been computed. Cronbach (21) did not think there was suf-
ficient evidence to warrant asserting that multifactor tests were more 
effective than measures of a general intelligence factor in predicting 
performance in particular courses. The findings regarding differential 
prediction are contradictory and inconsistent. The difficulties which 
arise are due to the limitations inherent in the testing instruments 
themselves, as well as in the criteria (66). 
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Forehand and McQuitty (27) studied various patterns of responses 
on measures of aptitude, interest and achievement to determine if given 
configurations were positively related to particular criteria of aca-
demic performance. The data obtained on the initial sample resulted in 
higher correlations with the criteria than those obtained by the tech-
nique of multiple correlation. When an attempt was made to cross-vali-
date the findings, the correlations from the configural analysis showed 
considerable shrinkage. 
Garrett (31) reviewed a series of articles almost twenty years ago 
and concluded that coefficients of multiple correlations between pre-
dictors and academic criteria seldom reached .75. The degree of associ-
ation of this magnitude results in a level of confidence about 34 per 
cent better tha.~ guess work. A number of studies (21, 103, 36, 30, 18, 
55, 78) suggest that measures of ability on the average account for 
about 40 per cent of the variation in academic performance. Lavin (66) 
points out that, while no other single type of factor accounts for this 
much variation, more than :half still remains unexplained. This would 
imply that other factors of a non-intellective nature are pertinent in 
contributing to academic performance. 
These data illustrate that the kinds of academic performance which 
students manifest in school have some relationship to ability to learn. 
The relationship is .not clear, however, because level of achievement 
seems to be dependent upon a constellation of other aspects of behavior 
in conjunction with cognitive capacities~ 
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Personality Factors in College Performance 
Since measures of ability account for less than 50 per cent of the 
variation in academic performance, attention has been given to the 
other factors which appear to influence this type of activity (101). 
A review of research reported by Taylor (101) has shown that the follow-
ing variables have been studied because they appeared as if they might 
have some promise: academic anxiety, free-floating anxiety, achieve-
ment motivation, feelings of self-sufficiency, impulse control, feel-
ings toward authority, introversion, general activity level, attitudes 
toward self, activity patterns, and goal orientation. After making a 
careful assessment of more than fifty significant studies published 
since 1933, Taylor found that the following factors were positively re-
lated to level of academic achievement: (1) the degree to which a 
student is able to ha.~dle his anxiety; (2) the value a student places 
upon his own worth; (3) the ability to conform to authority demands; 
(4) student acceptance by peers; (5) conflict over independence-depen-
dence; (6) activities centered around academic interests; (7) realism 
of student's goals. 
The literature is such that vast amounts of unrelated and con-
fused materials are reported without much in the wa::, of orderly arrange-
ment. Pertinent findings are presented in this review, following in a 
general manner the outline prepared by Lavin (66). 
Academic A...-rixie.J1Y 
Klugh a.nd Ben.dig (61) studied the relationship between data from 
the TS¥lor Manifest P.r.xiety Scale a...~d college gradest and found the de-
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gree of association to be low. Grooms and Endler (40) found that 
anxiety improved the predictability of grades; this outcome h•jld mainly 
for subjects who had high levels of anxiety. Spielberger &7d Katzen-
meyer (96) studied the relationship between results from the Taylor 
Manifest Anxiety Soale and grades for a group of males divided into 
low, medium, and high ability groupings. The results correlated -.18 
with subjects in the medium ability group, but were uncorrelated with 
grades for the other ability groups. Holland (48) concluded that 
achieving students have more self control, and Kimball and others (60, 
69) observed that under-achieving and low-achieving students fail to 
deny their shortcomings, and frequently attempt to maintain a superior 
self-image. Alpert and Haber (2) examined the relationship between 
specific anxiety, as measured by experimental scales developed for the 
investigation, and academic performance. The outcome suggested that 
extremely low anxiety was an indirect index of a low level of achieve-
ment motivation. Ar...x.iety at too high a level disrupted academic per-
formance. It should be kept in mind that anxiety is not likely to be 
a unidimensional concept, and its relationship to performance is 
probably curvilinear. 
Academic Motivation 
Academic motivation implies the need to perform according to some 
standard of excellence. This behavior has been studied by means of 
pencil-and-paper questionnaires and projective techniques. Bendig (8) 
fOtL?ld a low positive relationship between academic performance and 
achievement mctivation 1 using the need achievement scale of the Edwards 
Personal Preference Schedule. Hills (47) found no significant relati.on 
between grades in law school and questionnaires prepared for assessing 
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achievement motivation. The results of other studies which dealt with 
this problem, eithe~ directly or indirectly, indicated that the re-
' 
lationehip betweer•. achievement motivation as measured by questionnaires 
and academic performance tended to be low. Lavin (66) contended that 
persons who are high on achievement motivation ma.,y also be high on 
fear of failure; anxiety ma,y interfere with actual performance. 
McClelland and co-workers (74) employed the Thematic Apperception 
Test in an investigation involving male college students and obtained 
a correlation coefficient of .39 between achievement motivation, as 
measured by this projective technique, and grades. Weiss, Wertheimer 
and Groesbeck (107) found that the Thematic Apperception Test and an 
aptitude measure gave a multiple r of .63 when correlated with grades. 
Haber (42) contended that achievement motivation as measured by the 
Thematic Apperception Test was unrelated to any performance criteria, 
and that was due probably to the low test-retest reliabilities of the 
projective test employed in the research. Mitchell (70), in an inves-
tigation using women students in a teacher training program, found a 
negligible relationship between the Thematic Apperception Test and 
gradese His study indicated that achievement motivation is made up of 
a number of dimensions and that it cannot be viewed as a unitary con-
cept. In fact, the evidence suggested that the particular dimension 
of achievement motivation which seemed to be related to academic per-
formance was more effectively measured by an objective instrument than 
by a projective device. In general, in light of the research which has 
been carried out, the results employing projective measures of achieve-
ment motivation have been inconsistent and of little significance. 
?art of the difficulty may be due to the low reliability of the projec-
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tive instruments employed. 
Self-sufficiency 
Erb (25) assessed level of conformity on the basis of the produc-
tion of responses on Q-sorts, and observed that when intelligence was 
controlled there was a positive relationship between conformity and 
grade point average,for girls, but for males the relationship was neg-
ligible. Weigand (106) observed that among freshmen admitted to college 
on probation, those who were removed seemed to make decisions as to 
plans and programs independently of others. Burgess (16) claimed that 
engineering students who were not achieving satisfactorily exhibited 
higher dependency needs than those achieving above the level of expec-
tation. Kimball (60) reported that under-achieving students have promi-
nent dependency needs. Merrill and Murphy (68) studied a group of low-
ability college students, using the Edwards Personal Preference Sched-
ule. The students who were making satisfactory progress scored higher 
on the autonomy scale of the test than those who were failing. 
It would seem that independence or self-sufficiency may be one of 
the variables constituting achievement motivation. McClelland and co-
, 
workers (74) have suggested this possibility. The evidence from the 
literature would indicate that independence is related to academic 
performance. 
Authority Relations 
The studies concerned with this problem deal in the main with 
young children rather than with older students. The studies of Gough 
(36, 37) e.n.d Kurtz and Swenson (64) suggest that the achieving and over-
achieving students have positive attitudes toward their instructors and 
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feel that they are receivine fair treatment. These students attempt to 
create favo~able impressions and are desirous of pleasing authority fig-
ures. L. addition to establishing good relationships with authority 
outside the home, they attempt to conform to the demands e.nd conventions 
important to the parents. The hostility and aggression, on the other 
hand, of the under-achiever and poor achiever have been observed by 
Horrall (50), Kimball (60), Shaw and Brown (91). The parents are in-
different to the student's academic success; and in addition to this 
lack of warmth and concern, the underachievers feel the parents have 
not given them all the advantages due them. These feelings generalize 
to instructors whom they learn to resent and dislike. 
More extensive research should be undertaken on the problem con-
cerning the effect of authority relations on academic performance at 
tLe college level. If a coller-e student feels that he is having dif-
f1cul ty in receiving approval at home, he may very well seek another's 
approval of his academic achievements. It would seem to make sense to 
assQ~~ "h~t tr.is kini of reinforcement would be a strong 1~petus to 
meet 2.c:ceptable levels of acader:nc performance. 
Introversicn 
:r:troversion referred to the tendency to withdraw from social con-
tacts, while extroversicn refers to the tendency to seek contacts witt 
otherE. _•_n investigation conducte:i by Kerns (59) showed that students 
whc were not acr.ievin[ -..ip to levels of expectation obtainec. greatest 
sctis:'act1on fro:n frat.Erniz.ing with others, while s'tuder~t£ ·tl{tc we::-e 
were doing well in acatemic work were somewhat more introverted th~~ 
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the weaker students. Travers (103) found that a small positive rela-
tionship existed between academic performance and level of introversion. 
Knaak {62) observed that low-achieving college girls rated higher on 
patterns of sociability than high--a.chieving college females. Beach (7) 
investigated the relation between academic performance and level of 
sociability in the following classroom situation: independent study 
groups, leaderless discussion groups, lecture groups, and discussion 
groups with a leader. He found that sociability was positively related 
to achievement in the leaderless groups, and negatively related to 
achievement in the lecture and instructor-led discussion groups. The 
correlation between sociability and achievement in independent study 
groups was close to zero. The outcomes indicate that there was some 
relationship between the classroom setting and personality which in-
fluences academic performance. Merrill and Murp}zy' (68) concluded that 
on the basis of data obtained from the Edwards Personal Preference 
Schedule low-ability college students who were performing better than 
expected were lower on the need for affiliation than the students who 
were failing. 
The evidence seems to suggest that introversion is positively re-
lated to academic performance. The student who is introverted may be 
self-contained and willing to decrease frequency of social contacts. 
The student who is extroverted may be preoccupied with social contacts 
to the exclusion of other activities. The tendency for the introvert 
to be somewhat bookish and self-centered is not out of line with ex-
pecta.ncies. 
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Impulse Control 
, The capacity to delay immediate rewards and to keep at tasks when 
the P~IJ'-off may be achieved in the distant future is an important re-
quirement of the educational-vocational role. Parsons (82) has pointed 
out that this represents a middle-class value which is not shared by 
those in the lower socio-economic strata of society. Individuals in 
this strata of society prefer immediate rewards and do not react well 
to the concept of attainment of pay-off in the distant future. They 
have been denied so much for so long that this attitude fails to moti-
vate protracted action. 
Merrill and Murphy (68) administered the Edwards Personal Prefer-
ence Schedule to a sample of low-ability students and discovered that 
the score on the Endurance Scale differentiated between those who made 
satisfactory grades and those who failed to meet adequate academic 
standards. Weigand (105) observed that students who had encountered 
scholastic difficulties and who continued to pursue their programs in 
face of difficulties more frequently improved than those who lost 
morale and slowed up. Frederiksen and others (28, 29) employed what 
he contended was a measure of compulsiveness and classified a group of 
engineering students into those who were high on this trait and those 
who were low on it. He found a small positive relationship between 
interest data and grades. The findings indicated that the grades and 
interest measures were more significantly correlated for the non-com-
pulsive students tha.~ for the compulsive students. 
Attitudes Toward Self 
Lavin (66), after reviewing the literature of self-concept, con-
tended that the most apparent theme in the published studies was the 
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concern with the positive or negative aspects of the self-image. Like 
self-insight, a major interest centered a.round the concept of self as a 
positive-negative continuum. 
Stevens {98) examined the relationship between self-concept and 
academic achievement in a sample of able college students. The students 
who were achieving had greater understanding of their intellectual 
abilities and more positive attitudes toward themselves. Lum (67) 
found that female college students who were over-achieving possessed 
greater self-confidence than those achieving below their levels of 
ability. Brim (13) discovered that students with high self-estimates 
of intelligence did better academic work than those with lower self-
estimates of ability. McDavid (75) believed that the better students 
had a more positive self-image than those doing mediocre academic work. 
Shaw, Edison, and Bell (92) observed that for male students a more posi-
tive self-image was associated with academic achievement, while the 
same finding was not obtained for girls. 
The research suggests that a positive self-image tends to be asso-
ciated with higher academic performance. Certain issues, however, still 
need to be resolve.d. What measurement techniques are most reliable and 
valid in assessing self-concept? What dimensions of the self-image are 
relevant to academic performance? What kinds of self-concepts are 
correlated with levels of academic performance? Information currently 
available is vague and often based upon studies in which the variables 
are inadequately controlled. 
· Activity Patterns 
Considerable research has been undertaken in recent years on ac-
tivity patterns which differentiate the academically achieving students 
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from the ones who are f ailing or barely meeting mi nimal standards of 
performance. Hol land (48) and Pierce (83) have concl ~ded that the 
a chieving and over-achieving students are generally abl e to work well 
under direction. The over-achieving students tend to be achievement 
ori ented r a ther than individually oriented. These achievers have good 
work habits , get assignments in promptly, and generally have feelings 
of academic ef fectivenes s . Kur tz and Swenson (64 ) contend tha t the 
students who ar e achieving above levels of expectancy are academically 
i nclined, ge t sat i sfaction from book learning, relate school work to 
future educat ional goal s, and look on education a s a s ignificant part 
of the preparation necessary to achieve vocational success. The stu-
den t s who are achievi ng bel ow l evels of expectancy or who are poorly 
motivated to achieve i n the academic setti ng get satisfaction i n other 
areas . Mitchell (71) and Terman and Oden (102) have not ed that the 
under- achiever s and poor achievers generally have strong activity in-
terests as opposed to intellectual interests . They are motiva ted fre-
quently toward pleasure seeking and extroversion and the t endency t o 
go to college f or personal reasons . Borrall (50) believed these s t u-
dents had str ong affil i a t ion needs , and possessed unclear and indefi nite 
academic and occupati onal choices . 
The patterns of activity which seem t o be r elated t o good a cademic 
per formance appear t o be similar to t he patterns so significant to suc-
cess in other areas of endeavor. The characteristics comprising t hese 
patterns are good work habits , desire to achieve , acceptance of the i m-
portance of satisfactory academic achievement in order to realize fu-
ture goals , and a feeling of ego- involvement 1n the a cademic experience . 
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Goal Orientation 
Investigations by Diener (22), Holland (48), and Krug (63) have 
shown that students who ~ere achieving above levels of expectancy, as 
well as those who were achieving in line with expecta.ncyt seemed to 
have a desire to organize and to plan their lives. They were intellec-
tually efficient, consoientious, and possessed realistic attitudes 
towards themselves and others. They were orderly and planful, and 
possessed a basic seriousness of purpose. On the other hand, the stud-
ies of Dowd (23), Holland (48), and Lum (57) showed that under-achievers 
and poor achievers lacked motivation to complete assigned tasks, to 
decide upon educational-vocational plans, and to have no stated goals 
or to have stated goals out of line with capabilities to attain them. 
The evidence suggests that the students who succeed academically 
are planful, realistic, and capable of moving fairly efficiently toward 
outcomes which are important to them and which they feel serve their 
needs. 
Personality Var~ables. Assoc~~ wi.tll" ~;03:~e~.;~~f4fFWlce 
Lavin (66) has reviewed a series of studies in order to determine 
the personality factors which have been found to be useful in predicting 
academic performance. He concluded that higher levels of performa....~ce 
were associated with twenty-six variables. After a careful study of 
the list, he classified the variables according to six underlying di-
mensions. Dimenion 1 was made up of those variables which he labeled 
Social Maturity in the Student Role. This constellation of personality 
variables suggested th~t academic achievement was related to greater 
social maturity. Dimension II, which he labeled Emotional Stability, 
indicated that academic achievement tended to be associated with high 
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morale and greater freedom from neurotic tendencies. The third dimen-
sion was labeled Achievement Motivation Syndrome, vhioh was oharacter-
ized by persistence, high activity level, and motivat · ,n to achieve. 
Dimension IV, called Cognitive Style, brought together a set of varia-
bles which included intellectual flexibility, intellectual curiosity, 
preference for activities involving thinking, and level of ori ginality . 
The fifth dimens i on was titled Achievement via Conformance, which was 
characterized by the needtororderliness, and willingness to conform 
to classroom demands . Dimension VI, Achievemen t via Independence, 
showed a pattern in which elements l ike moderate i mpu1s ivi ty, indepen-
dence , and low need for affiliation appeared t o be a s sociated with a 
higher leve l of academic performance. The findings repor t ed i n this 
secti on indi cate that personali t y f actors have been studied extensively 
in relation to t he problem of academic achievement. Many of the s tud-
ies have not been adequately controlled. In many instances , the relia-
bi l i ty and validity of the measuring devices are open t o question. 
Perhaps the findings can be considered as t rends which may be used as 
guides for t he development of more r efined research methodology. 
Academic Performance as Related to Sociological Determinants 
Socio-economic Stat us 
The extent to which socio-economic status i s related to academic 
performance has been studied by a number of inves t igat or s over the pas t 
fifteen yea.rs ( 104, 33, 76, 77, 20) . More t han a dozen studies appear 
to suggest that the higher one's social status, the higherone'e level 
of academic performance. On the other hand, several studies have re-
sulted in findings that socio-economic status is inversely related to 
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academic achievement (94, 73). Lavin (66) has postulated two explana-
tions for these outcomes. When the upper-class segment of the socio-
economic range is included in ·•;he sample, subjects are obtained who do 
not feel that they need to en.ha.nee status, but only to maintain it. 
Graduating from college may be more important than the academic record 
achieved. In addition, there is the possibility that the representa-
tives from the upper-class have a problem adjusting from the more 
structured program of the private school to the less structured college 
environment. The training and value differences of the upper-class and 
middle-class seem to be reflected in school achievement. 
Rural-Urban Difference 
Shaw and Brown (90) contended that samples of students drawn from 
urban areas had higher levels of academic performance than samples of 
students drawn from rural areas. Sanders, Osborne, and Greene (88) 
found urban students to be higher on aptitude measures than rural stu-
dents, but the difference in academic performance was not statistically 
significant. Rossi (85) found that students in the South did more 
poorly on achievement measures than did students in the North. Varia-
bles like intelligence, level of schooling, etc., were not controlled, 
which makes it difficult to assess the factors which contributed to 
these outcomes. 
Religious Orientation 
Gerritz (33) concluded that Jews were likely to be high academic 
achievers. Jews tended to achieve better than non-Jewish students. 
jewish culture has always placed a. great deal of emphasis on education. 
The investigations in this area to date have not been adequately con-
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trolled for socio-economic status. 
!Ii&l! School ~ 
The relationship between high school size and performance in col-
lege is not clear. Hoyt (52) contended that evidence obtained showed 
that graduates of small high schools received lower grades in college 
than students coming from large high schools when intelligence was con-
trolled. Altman (3) found that high school size had a negligible re-
lationship to performance in college. 
Sex Differences 
Research in the area of academic achievement shows that females 
make better grades than males (33, 52, 53, 93). Over-achievement and 
underachievement occur more frequently in males, while females seem to 
perform more nearly in line with expectancy. Each sex learns to play 
a different role, and attitudes and values which become associated with 
these roles may have a marked influence on academic performance. Since 
the female tends to plta3 a different role than the ma.le, academic suc-
cess probably has different meanings for each (66). With the large 
number of female teachers in the schools, the model of the good student 
may be the female model {81). Parsons (81) has contended that a devia-
tion from the student role mta3 constitute a conformation of masculinity. 
The Student-Teacher Relationship 
The extent to which teachers can accurately and objectively assess 
the perfonr.a.nce of students in academic programs has been a matter of 
discussion for years. The less-than-perfect correlations between a.ca-
demic performance and ability has been thought to be due in part to 
teacher error. Lavin (66) has contended, after extensively reviewing 
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the literature, that ability is usually more highly correlated with 
achievement test scores than with grades. 
In a.n investigation riy Kelley (58), a.n extensive effort was made 
to determine the factors responsible for differences in performance as 
assessed by common departmental term-end examinations and achievement 
~s measured by instructor grades. The students who obtained higher in-
structor grades than term-end examination grades were lower in ability, 
more insecure, more compulsive and more conforming than those who ob-
tained higher scores on the latter. The investigator believed that the 
students' behaviorial characteristics interacted with teacher expecta-
tions to produce outcomes not closely related to results as measured by 
more objective procedures. In studying the scholarship aspects of the 
student role involved in grades, Carter (19) found .that the sex of stu-
dent and teacher influenced the extent of the relationship between 
algebra grades and results on achievement tests in algebra. When the 
teacher was a male, the relationship between grades in algebra and 
scores on algebra achievement tests was higher for male students than 
female students. When the teacher was a woman the same difference was 
not significantly different. The evidence would seem to indicate that 
the sex of the student influenced the male instructor. The female in-
stru.ctor seemed less objective but the sex of the students did not seem 
significant in reducing the objectivity. 
The Student-Student Relationship 
Data available for students at the college level on this qu.esion 
are not plentiful. The better known investigation is the one published 
by Johnson. in 1958 (56) •. He discove:r:ed that peer ratings of popularity 
and peer ratings of performance were related to scholastic performanceo 
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Lavin {66) has pointed out that sex and intelligence were not controlled. 
If intelligence had been held constant the correlations might have been 
reduced. Ryan and Davie {86) working with high scho~l students found 
a small positive correlation between grades and social acceptability. 
No effort was made to hold intelligence constant. Keisler (57) noted 
that boys with average grades had a greater chance of obtaining favor-
able peer ratings on the trait of social acceptability than boys with 
very high or very low grades. On the other hand, girls with higher 
grades had higher social acceptability ratings than girls with poor 
academic records. Girls with low grades were found to be more socially 
acceptable to boys than girls with high grades. 
Results tend to be conflicting. In some groups, academic perfor~ 
mance may be a valued achievement. In this type of setting social ac-
ceptability, based upon peer ratings, might correlate positively with 
academic performance. If average work is considered the most acceptable 
type of behavior, the association between peer ratings on social accept-
ability and high grades may be relatively negligible. 
Influence Exerted~ Teacher Behavior 
The studies in this area have been concerned in the main with high 
school students. Rosenfeld and Zander (84) have demonstrated that when 
teacher influences were perceived as fair, legitimate, and rewarding, 
the aspirations of the students were congruent with perceived capacity, 
while if the behavior of the teacher was seen as indiscriminate and 
coercive, this type of congruence did not seem apparent. Ryans (87) 
observed that the characteristics of teacher behavior seemed to be less 
significantly related to the classroom behavior of high school students 
than to the classroom behavior of elementary school students. He be-
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lieved that the high school students were influenced more effectively 
by the behavi,,Jr of the peer group. This would imply that classroom be-
havior would be influenced more by the students than by teacher expec-
tations at the secondary school level. 
~ Ef. Family 
The research data on this problem present some contradictions. 
Hunt (54) has contended that the evidence he has obtained indicated 
that family size was independently related to both intelligence and aca-
demic performance. Bernstein (10) has reported that the larger the 
number of siblings, the lower the level of school achievement. Nisbet 
(8o) attempted to explain Bernstein's findings by hypothesizing that 
bigger familes as compared to smaller families may be lower in intelli-
gence and lower in socio-economic status. Brim (14) noted that male 
siblings with older sisters were likely to exhibit higher academic 
achievement than male siblings with older brothers. Weitz and Wilkin-
son (108) found that the academic performance of only-children was lower 
than that of children with siblings when matched for intelligence. 
Lavin (66) hypothesized that the only-child could experience greater 
adjustment problems in school which might be reflected in academic per-
formance. 
Patterns of Family Interaction 
Strodtbeck (99) has come up with some interesting findings con-
cerning the characteristics of family interaction. He observed th.at 
decision-making and power distribution in the family were associated 
with personality traits which were to some extent related to school per-
forma."1.ce. The power the mother and the son had relative to the father 
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11;eemed to, determine in a _me~sure_ the a.on' s scores c:m a. test of ~chiev_e-
ment values. An investigation by Gilmore ( 35) f,,und that higher achiev-
ing college males had positive relations with the father. Kimball' ( 60) 
discovered that males doing poorly in high school had unsatisfactory re-
lations with the father. 
Although the literature shows findings which appear to be inconsis-
tent, it may be eypothesized that the better student comes from a family 
with a small number of children, in which the parents exhibit warmth 
a.~d interest, where the child's concerns are given due consideration, 
and where the family can arrive at agreement on important courses of 
action without too much emotional stress. 
Reference may be made to an extensive study prepared by Spencer 
and Stallings (95) based upon data obtained from the Student Profile 
Section of the American College Test battery (ACT). Non-intellective 
factors such as home town population, family income, part-time work 
interests, age, marital status, career interests and goals were studied 
in relation to academic success based upon first semester grade point 
average. Although an extensive analysis of findings was undertaken 
based upon the development of three different keys, the correlations 
were too low to be of practical value. The authors concluded that the 
non-intellective data were not significantly related to first-semester 
grade point averagee An investigation reported by Holland and Richards 
(49),based upon data from a representative sample of high school stu-
dents drawn from a population of.612,000 students, suggested that the 
relationship between aptitude test scores and grades in high school, 
and between aptitude test scores and scholastic performa..nce in college 
were positive. On the other hand, academic potential a...~d achievement 
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had little relationship to certain kinds of non-academic potential and 
socially important JJerformance. The relationships between measures of 
academic capacity a.nd various measures of real life achievement tended 
to be negligible. 
Summary 
The findings reported in the literature suggest that level of 
performance in college is related significantly to high school academic 
record. This is probably due to the fact that high school grades are 
determined by many factors in addition to measured intellectual ability. 
The correlations between ability and performance are higher for females 
than for males, and this holds at both the high school and college 
levels. Measures of ability on the average account for 40 per cent of 
the variation in academic performance. Considerable evidence has been 
accumulated to show that performance on tests of academic aptitude, in 
conjunction with high school academic data, correlate significantly in 
most samples with academic productivity. 
The relationships between personality variables and academic per-
formance tend to be low and inconsistent. Some generalizations can be 
drawn from outcomes based upon studies of various groups of students, 
but these outcomes may be the results of the various social settings 
in which the subjects functioned. For example, students who are inde-
pendent, somewhat introverted, low in impulsivity, and fairly self-con-
tained in the choice of vocational interests are likely to do better 
work in an academic setting. Generalizations from other sources imply 
that the better students tend to have positive self-concepts, tend to 
be interested in the course areas in which they &chieve most effective-
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ly, tend to be less defensive in revealing personal inadequacies, and 
have better concepts of their vocational interests. Th,i!se inferences 
have been drawn on the basis of trends which seem to ,r;ppear in the data, ~ 
although the trends are not always clear cut. 
The relationships between ecological and demographic variables and 
academic performance are reasonably clear. The correlations between 
socio-economic status and grades tend to be positive except at the 
upper socio-economic level where the relationships become inverse. 
Studies undertaken on the student-teacher relationship have shown that 
the more the student's attitudes and values coincide with those of the 
teacher, the higher the student's grades. Research on the effects of 
family relationships upon academic work have indicated that the more 
successful student often comes from a family where the parents have 
real interest in t~e child, where the child has a strong voice in de-
cision-making in the family, and where the family tends to agree re-
garding those aspects of behavior it considers important to cultivate 
and attc:;in. 
It must be assumed that all of these factors constitute a com-
plex pattern which influences differentially the acaaemic behavior of 
students. 
CHAPTER III 
D.rHOD AND PROCEDURE 
Subjects 
Two groups of students were studied in this investigation. Group 
A consisted of students who entered NWSC as freshmen in the summer and 
fall of 1965. Group B was composed of students who entered as fresh-
men in the swnmer and fall of 1966. The students• names were drawn at 
random from a list of names in the files of the Office of the Dean of 
Students. The names of the individuals drawn from each group represen-
ted three levels of academic achievement. The numbers of cases in each 
group broken down by sex and level of achievement are given in Table I. 
Group A 
Group B 
TABLE I 
NUMBER OF SUBJECTS IN EACH GROUP 
BROKEN DOWN BY SEX AND LEVEL 
OF ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT 
Males Females 
Level 1 31 12 
Level 2 45 51 · 
Level 3 34 51 
110 114 
Level 1 33 26 
Level 2 44 54 
Level 3 39 59 
116 139 
Total 
224 
255 
The mean age of the total number of subjects in Group A at the 
time of admission was 18 years, 6 months with a standard deviation of 
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! 1 year, 8 months; the mean age of the etud~nts in Group Bat the time 
+ of admission was 18 years, 7 months with a standard deviation of - 1 
year, 6 months. The difference betww'..1n the mean a,ges was not statisti-
cally significant. 
Data Gathering Devices Employed 
in the Investigation 
Most of the data were obtained by means of standardized psycho-
metric instruments. The exceptions were results secured from a ques-
tionnaire developed for use in the stu~, and an over-all grade point 
average based upon high school grades reported by the students employed 
in the stu~, at the time they took the American College Tests (ACT). 
The tests were utilized because research outcomes available on them 
suggested they appeared best to meet the needs of this stu~ (4). 
The psychometric measures are listed below: 
1. ~ American College Till battery (ACT) was composed of an Eng-
lish usage examination that measures the understanding and use 
of the basic elements in correct and effective writing; the 
mathematics usage test measures mathematical reasoning abili-
ty; the social studies reading examination measures the evalu-
ative reasoning and problem-solving skills required in the 
natural sciences. The median reliabilities of the American 
College Tests ranged from .84 for a single test to .95 for 
the composite score. The median predictive validity of the 
individual tests ranged from .,37 to .50 (4). 
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2. The Nelson-~ Reading Test (NDRT) consisted of three sub-
teats measuring reading rate , level of vocabulary, and level 
of comprehension (79) . Bu.roe (17) pointed out ~.at the reli-
ability and validity of the test suggested that part scores 
11183' be employed with considerable confidence . An unpublished 
study of the reliability of the test, carried out at the 
Bureau of Testa and Measurements , Oklahoma State University , 
using the method of rational equivalence, gave a reliability 
coefficient of .89 for data based upon the total score . In 
this procedure the intercorre l ation of the items mus t be ob-
tained in addition to the correlations of the items with the 
test as a whole . Garrett (31) found that the NDRT correlated 
.67 wi t h academic achievement . 
3. The Henmon- Nelson Tests of Mental Ability (HNTMA), Revised 
Edition, is composed of 90 test i t ems arranged in order of 
increasing difficulty (45). The r el i abil i ty coefficients 
for Forms A and B based on twelfth grade students were . 93 
and . 91 , respectively (45). The correlations of the test 
with academic criteria ranged from . 13 to . 74 (45). In an 
unpublished investigation undertaken at the Bureau of Tests 
and Measurement s , Oklahoma State Univer sity , the correlation 
between HNTY~ and total score of the ACT battery was found to 
be .62. 
4. The Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS) has been de-
veloped to measure fifteen relatively independent normal per-
sonality variables (24) . The items are purported to be re-
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lated to content arising out of l!lurr83''B list of manifest 
needs ( 24). The needs assooiated with each of the 15 EPPS 
variables were ll..l follows: 
(a ) Achievement--to accomplish tasks requiring training 
and skill, to do a job wel l, to be r ecognized as 
outstanding. 
(b) Def er ence--to do what is expec ted , t o accept t he 
l eadership of others, to ge t suggestions from 
others, to discover what others t hink. 
(c) Order--to have t hings or ganized, t o keep things 
neat , t o make plans ahead, to maintain a structured 
schedule . 
(d) Exhibi tion--to talk about personal achievement s , to 
be the center of attent ion , to say clever things , 
and to ask questions others cannot answer. 
(e ) Autononzy'--to be independent of others in making de-
cisions , t o avoi d situations where conformity is 
demanded, to feel free to do what one wants . 
(f) Affiliati on--to be loyal t o ot hers, t o share t hings 
and to do things wi th friends , to form new friend-
shi ps . 
(g) Intraception--to try to understand t he feelings of 
others , t o analyze t he motives of ot hers, t o analyze 
one's own motives and feelings . 
(h ) Succorance--to get affection from others, to be 
helped by other s when depressed , t o have others 
do favors cheerf ully. 
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(i) Dominance--to be a leader in groups to which one 
belongs, to settle arguemente and make decisions~ 
to persuade and influence others. 
(j) Abasement--to feel the need for punishment for er-
rors committed, to accept blame when things go 
wrong, to feel better when giving in and avoiding 
a fight, to feel timid in the presence of superiors. 
(k) Nurturance--to help others in trouble, to be for-
giving, to be generous to others, to have others 
confide in one about personal problems. 
(1) Ch.a.nge--to do new and different things, to travel 
and meet new people, to experience novelty and 
change in daily routines. 
(m) Endurance--to stick to a job until it is finished, 
to put in long hours without distractions, to stick 
to a problem even though it may see.m no progress is 
being made. 
(n) Heterosexuality--to fraternize with the opposite 
sex, to be in love with someone, to be interested 
in activities involving the opposite sex. 
(o) Aggression--to tell others off when disagreeing 
with them, to attack contrary points of view, to 
become angry, to blame others when things go wrong. 
Split-half reliabilities for the scales ra.11ged from .60 for 
Deference to .87 for Heterosexuality, with a median reliabili-
ty coefficient of .78 (24). A nu.uber of studies have been 
u..~derta.ken in which the validity of the scales have been in-
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vestigated (24). Ratinga of personality characteristics by 
experts, other tem}a·erament and personality measures, and per-
' forma.nce indices ''Lave been employed as criteria (24). The 
validity coefficients have ranged from -.32 to .32. None of 
the outcomes suggested substantial relationships with the 
criteria employed. 
5. !!!! Tennessee §!!!.-Concept Scale(!.§.£§.) was composed of five 
scales, two of which were broken down into sub-scales (26). 
The scales were as follows: 
(a) The Self-Criticism Score (SC) purports to measure 
capacity for self criticism; high scores indicate 
healt}zy openness and capacity for self criticism, 
low scores indicate defensiveness. 
(b) The Positive Score (P) measures over-all level of 
self-esteem, how the respondent sees himself, his 
degree of self-acceptance, his perception of the 
WEJ¥ he acts, his sense of personal worth, his con-
cept of himself from a moral-ethical frame of ref-
erence, his sense of worth and adequacy in his 
social interactions. 
(c) The Variability Score (V) provides an assessment of 
the variability or inconsistency from one area of 
self-perception to another, or the degree to which 
the individual's self-concept is so variable from 
one area to an.other as to reflect little unity or 
integration. 
(d) The Distribution Score (D) is a measure of the cer-
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tainty with which one sees himself; extreme scores 
are most often obtained by disturbad people. 
(e) The Time Score is a measure of 'tLe time the examinee 
requires to complete the scale. 
The instrument is in the process of development and can be 
thought of as an experimental psychometric device. The test-
retest reliabilites of the scales ranged from .60 to .92. The 
reliability data were obtained on sixty college students over 
a two-week period (26). Validity studies have been completed 
which suggested that the TSCS was useful in differentiating 
between normal subjects and those who manifest psychotic 
material (26). The correlations of the TSCS scales with 
the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory Scales tended 
to be low, but in some instances the relationships were sta-
tistically significant (26). 
6. ~ Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey(~) was composed 
of scales measuring ten bipolar traits (41). The bipolar 
traits of temperament have been described as follows: 
(a) Slowness vs. Energy--a high score indicates strong 
drive and high energy level; a low score, slowness 
of action and low production. 
(b) Impulsiveness vs. Restraint--a high score indicates 
serious-mindedness and self-control; a low score 
indicates impulsive and carefree behavior. 
(c) Submissiveness vs. Ascenda.nce--a high score signi-
fies outgoing and aggressive behavior; a low score 
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indicates submissive and hesitant responses. 
(d) Seclusiveness vs. Sociability--a high score suggests 
socially extroverted behavior; a low score, with-
drawing behavior and shyness. 
(e) Emotional instability vs. Emotional stability--a 
high score suggests evenness of moods and composure; 
a low score, unevenness of moods, daydreaming and 
depression. 
(f) Subjectivity vs. Objectivity-- a high score signi-
fies a lowered degree of egoism; a low score means 
touchiness and hypersensitivity. 
(g) Belligerence vs. Agreeableness--a high score indi-
cates capacity to tolerate hostile action; a low 
score, resentment, hostility, and the desire to 
dominate. 
(h) Unreflectiveness vs. Reflectiveness--a high score 
suggests mental poise; a low score, mental discon-
certedness. 
{i) Intolerance vs. Cooperativeness--a high score indi-
cates capacity to tolerate people; a low score sug-
gests the tendency to be hypercritical and suspi-
cious of others. 
(j) Femininity vs. Masculinity--a high score indicates 
interest in masculine activities, values 9 and vo-
cationsj a low score, interest in feminine activi-
ties, values and vocations. 
Estimates of the reliability of the various scales of the 
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GZTS were assessed by odd-even aud first-half and second-half 
correlattons based upon la:rge samples of male and female col-
lege students (41 ). The :reliability coefficients ranged from 
.75 for the Objectivity-Subjectivity scale to .87 for the 
Sociability-Secluaiveness scale, with a median r of .80 for 
the ten scales. The internal validity of the GZTS has been 
investigated by means of factor analysis (41), and the prac-
tical validity of the instrument has been studied in connec-
tion with efforts to differentiate between the personality 
characteristics of those who were productive in a work setting 
as compared to those who were not. 
7. ~ high school grade point averages utilized in the research 
were based on data reported at the time the ACT tests were 
administered. The grades obtained in English, Mathematics, 
Social Studies, and Natural Science at the end of the Junior 
year in high school were averaged on a four point scale. 
8. ~ questionnaire employed in ~ study contained the follow-
ing items,: names, sex, age, classification, type of home 
community, type of school attended, size of graduating class, 
number of' younger children living at home, number of depen-
dents living in the home other than children~ intended vo-
cation, extra-curricular activities and annual family income. 
A copy of the questionnaire is presented in Appendix B. 
The ACT answer sheets were machine scored at the American College 
Test Center at Iowa City. The answer sheets for the remainder of the 
tests employed were hand scored. The frequency counts for responses to 
the items on the quesionnaire were done on the IBM computing equipment 
in the Clc.lahoma State Univ•rei~ Stati•tical Laboratory. 
Administration of the Test 
After the •ubjeota in Group A and B had been selected they were 
mailed letters from the Office of the Dean of Students asking them to 
participate in the etud3. No details of the investigation were out-
lined in the coamrunication. All testing was done on the campus of NWSC . 
The students were scheduled daily for testing which required from one 
hour to one and one-half hours per individual. During the testing peri-
od, the following were administered by the experimenter: (1) the 
Tennessee Self-Concept Scale; (2) the Ouilford-Zi11UT1erman Temperament 
Survey; (3) the questionn.aire. The results for the other tests were 
alread3 available in the participant's personal file in the Office of 
the Dean of Students. All the data from the various sources were 
punched on IBM cards to facilitate processing and statistical treatment. 
Design of the Stud3 
Three steps were undertaken in the analysis of outcomes. In the 
first step certain of the hypotheses were tested by means of the tech-
nique of analysis of variance (AOV). The sources of variation in each 
AOV consisted of total sum of squares, sums of squares for criteria, 
sex by criteria, and error sum of squares. The special problem en-
countered in the AOV analysis centered around the fact that the number 
of cases in the blocks were not equal. This involved the following 
statistical steps (97) : ( 1) oaloulating the reciprocals for the values 
in each block and obtaining t he mean of the reciprocals; (2 ) multiply-
ing this value by the mean square for individuals within cells; 
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(3) multiplying the outcome obtained in (2) by the sum of squares for 
error in order to convert it to the sarr.~ basis or unit as the criterion , 
sex, and interaction sums of squares~ 
In the second step the variables and cri teria were intercorrelated 
separately for ( 1) group,._, and (2) sex. The degrees to which signifi-
cant associations were found to exist among the variables and between 
the variables and the criteria were indicated by the levels of statis-
tical significance attained by the coefficients of correlation . 
In the third s tep frequency counts were tallied and comparisons 
were ma.de of the percentages for various background data of students 
in both groups who differed in levels of academic performance . 
The outcomes resulting from the analyses indicated above, along 
with the interpretations of findings , are presented in the last two 
sections of the report . 
CHAPTER IV 
~UL'I'S 
1. Applications of the Analysis of Variance to Data 
for Groups A and B 
Data for the Groups A and B were treated independently in the 
analysis. As described earlier, each of the groups were divided into 
three levels based on over-all college grade point average. The eta-
tistical procedure consisted of utilizing the analysis of variance to 
determine the extent to which real differences existed on various meas-
urea among students in each group who were achieving satisfactory aca-
demic work as compared to those who were not. Analyses of data based 
upon various psychometric devices, including high school performance , 
are presented in this section. The analysis based on the results of 
the American College Test battery (ACT) for Groups A and Bare dis-
cussed below. 
American College Tests (ACT) 
The findings for Group A in Table II indicate that the p values 
are significant at the .05 level and below for level of academic achieve-
ment and sex. The exception was the source of variation for sex on the 
Social Studies test. The means for tests by level of academic achieve-
ment are given in Table III. The means for the tests are presented in 
Table IV. The means for each of the tests in Table III indicate trends 
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TABLE II 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS FOR THE ACT BATTERY 
(GROOP A) 
N•224 
Variable Source of Variation df ms 
English Level 2 12.129 
Sex 1 2.912 
Interaction 2 .196 
Total 5 
Math Level 2 22.788 
Sex 1 27.221 
Interaction 2 
Total 5 
Social Studies Level 2 20.681 
Sex 1 .015 
Interaction 2 .903 
Total 5 
Natural Science Level 2 12.668 
Sex 1 4.386 
Interaction 2 .467 
Total 5 
Composite Level 2 16.698 
Sex 1 2.148 
Interaction 2 .201 
Total 5 
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f p 
21.558 .01 
5.176 .05 
.348 
26.328 .01 
31.452 .01 
20.403 .01 
.015 
.891 
130805 .01 
4.78o .05 
.509 
32.512 .01 
4. i82 .05 
.391 
TABLE III 
MEAN SCORE:> FOR ACT ON STUDENTS ACHIEVING AT 
THREE DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
(GROUP A) 
Variable Level 1 Level 2 
N .. 43 N =96 
English 15.41 17.67 
Math 14.49 17.39 
Social Studies 15.11 18.21 
Natural Science 11.03 19.07 
Composite 15.67 18.20 
TABLE IV 
MEAN SCORES FOR ACT ON MA~ AND FEMALES 
(GROUP A) 
Variable Male Female 
N=110 N=114 
English 11.10 18.50 
Math 19.83 15.57 
Social Studies 18.33 18.23 
Natural Science 20023 18.52 
Composite 19.93 17 e83 
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Level 3 
N a85 
20.33 
21.22 
21.54 
22.04 
21.43 
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that are approximately linear; the same trend holds for the means in 
Table IV. The males show up somewhat better as a group than females 
on the Mathematics and Natural Science tests, while the females do 
better than the males on the English test. 
The outcomes of the analysis of variance of ACT data for Group B 
are given in Table v. The means for levels are given in Table VI. The 
p values are significant for level of achievement for all of the ACT 
measures. The p values for source of variation due to sex were sta-
tistically significant except for the Social Studies and Natural Science 
tests. 
The magnitude of the means of Table VI suggested a linear relation-
ship when compared against the criterion of performance. As would be 
expected, the students who turned in a better academic performance ob-
tained higher mean scores as a group on all parts of the ACT battery. 
The results reported in Table VI are comparable to those obtained for 
Group A. The males as a group received higher mean scores on the Mathe-
matics and Natural Science tests, while females as a group made a better 
mean score on the English test. 
The significant p values obtained for level of achievement and for 
sex suggested that the differences tended to be such that the outcomes 
could not be attributed to the operation of chance alone. The outcomes 
were relatively comparable for both samples.· 
High School Grades 
, Grades for members of Groups A and B obtained at the end of the 
Junior year in hi:gh school were examined to determine if there were 
statistically significant differences among these data for sex and for 
.-.,,.,p .. 
TABLE V 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS FOR THE ACT BATTERY 
(GROUP B) 
N=255 
Variable Source of Variation df ms f 
English Level 2 15.760 27.780 
Sex 1 3. 713 6.544 
Interaction 2 .242 .427 
Total 5 
Math Level 2 430449 63.355 
Sex 1 21.660 33.584 
Interaction 2 .113 .165 
Total 5 
Social Studies Level 2 23.333 27.606 
Sex 1 2.483 2.938 
Interaction 2 .78o .932 
Total 5 
Natural Science Level 2 29.823 44.766 
Sex 1 8.027 1.205 
Interaction 2 .146 .219 
Total 5 
Composite Level 2 27.938 69.567 
Sex 1 3.760 9.364 
Interaction 2 .294 .731 
Total 5 
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p 
.01 
.05 
.01 
.01 
.01 
.01 
.01 
.01 
Variable 
English 
Math 
TABLE VI 
MEAN SCORES FOR ACT ON STUDENTS ACHIEVING AT 
THREE DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
(GROOP :B) 
Level 1 Level 2 
N • 59 N = 98 
15.63 18.46 
13.60 17.64 
Social Studies 15.35 18.87 
Natural Science 15.26 19. 31 
Composite 14.92 18.68 
TABLE VII 
MEAN SCORES FOR ACT ON MALES AND FEMALES 
(GROUP A) 
Variable Male Female 
N=110 N=114 
English 17.66 19.23 
Math 19.94 16.14 
Social Studies 19.44 18.13 
Natural Science 20.34 18.03 
Composite 19~46 17~87 
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Level 3 
N = 98 
21.25 
22.90 
22.18 
22.98 
22.40 
I 
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levels of academic performance in college. The data in Table VIII 
showed p values at the .01 level for levels of academic performance and 
sex. The mean grade point average for high school wor~.: is shown in 
Table IX. The mean grade point average based upon high school work 
broken down by sex is presented in Table X. 
The analysis of variance of high school grades for Group Bis 
given ~n Table XI. The p value for levels of academic performance fell 
at the .01 level of confidence; the p value for sex fell at the .05 
level of confidence. The mean grade point averages for the three levels 
of academic achievement appear in Table XII. 
An overview of the analysis of high school grades for Groups A and 
B showed that the p values for levels of academic achievement reached 
acceptable levels of statistical significance. The mean grade point 
averages tended to progress in a linear fashion, although for Group A 
(Table IX) the means did not show the orderly progression observed for 
Group B (Table XII). The breakdown of high school grade point average 
by sex for Groups A and B (Tables X and XIII) represent the outcomes 
reported by others (66, 33, 53, 52, 93). 
The p values for levels of performance (Tables VII and XI) in this 
part of the analysis make it appear likely that differences in high 
school grade point average b~tween satisfactorily-achieving and low-
achieving college students are greater than can be expected to occur 
by chance. 
The Nelson-Denny Reading Test (NDRT) 
The a..~alysis of variance for data from the Nelson-Denny Reading 
Test for Group A is shown in Table XIV. The p values indicated that 
TABLE VIII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS FOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADES 
(GROUP A) 
N=224 
Variable Source of Variation df ms 
High School 
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f 
Grades Level 2 5554.409 54.925 
Sex 1 1725.506 17.063 
Interaction 2 55.192 .546 
Total 5 
TABLE IX 
MEAN GRADE POINT AVERAGES AT END OF JUNIOR YEAR IN HIG'"tl SCHOOL FOR 
STUDENTS ACHIEVING AT THREE DIFFERENT LEVELS 
Variable 
Mean Grade Point 
Average 
OF ACADEMIC PERFOP..MANCE (GROUP A) 
Level 1 
N = 43 
2.19 
TABLE X 
Level 2 
N = 96 
3.66 
Level 3 
N = 85 
3.25 
MEAN GRJ,DE POINT AVERAGES AT END OF JUNIONR YEAR IN HIGH SCHOOL 
REPORTED BY SEX (GROUP A) 
Variable 
High School Grade Point 
Average 
Male 
N=i10 
Female 
N=114 
2.87 
p 
.01 
.01 
TABLE XI 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RE5UL'l'S FCE HIGH SCHOOL GRAD~ 
(GROUP B) 
N•255 
Variable Source of Variation df ms f 
High School 
Grades Level 2 6256.701 63.164 
Sex 1 459.719 4.641 
Interaction 2 50.365 .508 
Total 5 
TABLE XII 
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MEAN GRADE POINT AVERAGES AT END OF JUNIOO YEAR IN HIGH SCHOOL FOR 
STUDENTS ACHIEVING AT THREE DIFFERENT LEVELS 
Variable 
Mean Grade Point 
Average 
OF ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE (GRCUP B) 
Level 1 
N = 59 
2.02 
TABLE XIII 
Level 2 
N = 98 
2.56 
Level 3 
N = 98 
3.14 
MEA..'l GRADE .POINT AVERAGES AT END OF JUNIOR YEAR IN HIGH SCHOOL 
REPORTED BY SEX (GROOP B) 
Variable Male Female 
N=116 N=139 
High School Ora.de Point 
Average 2&49 2.66 
p 
.01 
.05 
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there are statistically significant differences at the three levels of 
academic performance for the three parts of the test. The me,uis for 
each part of the test at the three levels are given in Ta:2e XIV. The 
increase in means for the various parts of the teat are given in Table 
XV. The increase in means for the various parts of the test were in 
line with increased quality of academic work. The directions of the 
means suggested a linear trend. 
The analysis of variance for data from the same test for Group B 
is given in Table XVI. For this group, there are significant p values 
for levels of academic performance on each of the three parts of the 
examination. The means for each part of the test at the three levels 
are given in Table XVII. The direction of the means suggested a 
linear trend. 
The data in Tables XV and XVII are similar in trend and magnitude. 
The students in Groups A and B who achieved grade point averages of 
3.00 or better showed higher mean scores as a group on the three parts 
of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test than the students whose grade point 
averages fell below 1.99. The evidence suggested that performance on 
the various parts of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test differentiated among 
those individuals who achieved at different levels of academic pro-
ficiency. The differences were greater than those expected to occur 
by chance. 
Henman-Nelson Test of Mental Ability (HNTMA) 
The data from this test were analyzed by means of the technique 
of analysis of variance. The outcomes of the analysis for Group A are 
presented in Table XVIII. The p values for levels of performance were 
Variable 
Vocabulary 
TABLE XIV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS FOR THE NDRT 
(GROUP A) 
N-=224 
Source of Variation df ms 
Level 2 90.601 
Se:x: 1 8.189 
Interaction 2 1. 708 
Total 5 
Comprehension Level 2 89.179 
Sex 1 10.036 
Interaction 2 ,1. 336 
Total 5 
Total Level 2 364.811 
Sex 1 38.659 
Interaction 2 5.387 
Total 5 
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f p 
21.050 .01 
1.902 
.396 
24.295 .01 
2.734 
.364 
26.519 .01 
2.810 
.392 
TABLE XV 
MEAN SCORES FOR THE THREE PARTS OF THE NDRT ON STUDENTS 
ACHIEVING AT THREE DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
( GROUP A) 
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Variable Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
N • 43 N ... 96 N"" 85 
Vocabulary 24.94 31.31 38.39 
Comprehension 30.89 39 .02 44. 13 
Total 55. 57 10.42 82.53 
Variable 
Vocabulary 
TABLE XVI 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS FOR THE NDRT 
(GROUP B) 
N•255) 
Source of Variation d.f ms 
Level 2 109.949 
Sex 1 .167 
Interaction 2 2.050 
Total 5 
Comprehension Level 2 158.146 
Sex 1 9.551 
Interaction 2 3.542 
Total 5 
Total Level 2 530$985 
Sex 1 11.816 
Interaction 2 9.688 
Total 5 
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f p 
28.722 .01 
.044 
.536 
54.115 .01 
3.268 
1.212 
45.711 .01 
1.107 
.834 
TABLE XVII 
MEAN SCORES FOR THE THREE PARTS OF THE NDRT ON STUDENTS 
ACHIEVING AT THREE DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
(GROUP :S) 
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Variable Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
N = 59 N = 98 N == 98 
Vocabulary 25.03 32.74 39.85 
Comprehension 30.22 40.18 47.96 
Total 55.25 72.80 87.80 
Variable 
Quantitative 
Verbal 
Total 
TABLE XVIII 
AN'ALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS FOR THE HNTMA 
(GROUP A) 
N•224 
Source of Variation df ms 
Level 2 22.529 
Sex 1 19.404 
Interaction 2 .450 
Total 5 
Level 2 57.157 
Sex 1 .844 
Interaction 2 .677 
Total 5 
Level 2 144.395 
Sex 1 23.404 
Interaction 2 2.240 
Total 5 
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f p 
21.778 .01 
18.778 
.435 
19.403 .01 
.286 
.229 
30.522 .01 
4.947 ~05 
.473 
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statistically significant for each of ·the three parts of the test. The 
source of variation for sex was not significant for the Verbal section 
of the examination, but did reach acceptable levels of significance for 
the Quantitative and Total scores. The means for each of the three 
tests at the different levels of academic performance are given in Table 
XIX. The means for males and females on the three parts of the exami-
nation are presented in Table XX. 
It ffl8iY be noted that the means in Table XIX showed a linear trend 
similar to the means for measures discussed previously. The students 
who achieved high grades in college gave better performances on the 
Henmon-Nelson Tests of Mental Ability than those who were making grade 
point averages of 1.99 or less. The results in Table XX indicated that 
as a group, the females did not do as well on this test as the males. 
The results of the analysis of variance based on data from this 
test for Group Bare given in Table XXI. The outcomes for the analysis 
were quite comparable to those reported in Table XVIII. The source of 
variation for sex on the Verbal section did not reach an acceptable 
level of statistical significance. The means for each of the three 
parts of the test at the different levels of criterion performance are 
given in Table XXII. The means for the three parts of the test broken 
down by sex are .shown in Table XXIII. 
The data in Table XXII indicated a linear trend similar to the 
outcomes reported in Table XIX. The data in Table XXIII were closely 
comparable to the results for Group A given in Table 1.X. As in the 
case of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test the various parts of the Henmon-
Nelson Tests of Mental Ability differentiated a.mor,.g those individuals 
who achieved the three levels of academic proficiency. The differences 
TABLE XIX 
ME'JiN. SCORES FOR THE THREE PARTS OF THE HNTMA ON STUDENTS 
ACHIEVING AT THREE DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
(GROUP A) 
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Variable Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
N • 43 N = 96 
Quantitative 13.14 14.75 
Verbal 19.12 24.03 
Total 32.09 38.79 
TABLE XX 
MEAN SCORES FOR. THE HNTMA ON MALES AND FEMALES 
(GROUP A) 
Variable Male Female 
N=110 N=114 
Quantitative 17.63 14.03 
Verbal 24e69 23.94 
Total 41.92 37.94 
N = 85 
19.59 
29.Bo 
48.97 
Variable 
Quantitative 
Verbal 
Total 
TilLE XXI 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RE3ULTS FOR THE HNTMA 
(GROUP B) 
N•255 
Source of Variation df ms 
Level 2 26.447 
Sex 1 16.302 
Interaction 2 .244 
Total 5 
Level 2 56.375 
Sex 1 .070 
Interaction 2 4.012 
Total 5 
Level 2 160.225 
Sex 1 19.729 
Interaction 2 2.621 
Total 5 
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f p 
28.566 .01 
17.609 .01 
.263 
26.684 .01 
.033 
1.899 
38.953 .01 
4.796 .01 
.637 
TABLE XXII 
MEAN SCC>Rl!.S PCR THE THREE PARTS OP THE HNTMA <Ji STUIENTS 
ACHIEVING AT 'ItiREE DilPFEREN'I' LEVELS CP ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
(GROUP B) 
Variable Level 1 Level 2 Level 
62 
3 
N • 59 N • 98 N • 98 
Quantitative 12.98 15.79 
Verbal 19.86 24.93 
Total 32.83 40.71 
TAELE XXlII 
MEAN SCORES FOR THE HNTMA ON MALES AND FEMALES 
(GROUP B) 
Variable Male Female 
N-116 N=139 
Quantitative 18.15 15.46 
Verbal 25. 33 26.54 
Total 43.53 41.93 
20.19 
30.47 
50.69 
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were greater than those arising as a result of chance fluctuations in 
random sampling. 
Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS) 
The analysis of data based on results for Group A are given in 
Table XXIV. It~ be noted that there are significant p values for 
level of achievement on the Achievement and Change scales. The p 
values for sex were significant for the Intraception, Abasement, Change, 
Heterosexuality, and Aggression Scales. The means for the scales at 
each of the three levels of academic performance are shown in Table XXV. 
The mean values suggested a tendency for the better students in 
Group A to have a need to achieve, to be more dominant, to be conserva-
tive in seeking new experiences, to keep a reasonable balance in associ-
ations with members of the opposite sex. The means tended, in most in-
stances, to follow a straight line trend. The means for each of the 
two sexes on the scales of the EPPS are shown in Table XXVI. 
The outcomes suggested rather clearly that the females as a group 
were somewhat more likely to try to understand the feelings of others, 
to accept blame and to avoid a fight, to want to experience novelty and 
change in routine, to be a little less interested in fraternizing with 
the opposite sex, and to be less aggressive than the males. The males 
as a group manifested these feelings less markedly. 
The·analysis of variance for results based upon the same test for 
Group B ma;y be examined in Table XX.VII. 
The only significant p value for level of academic performance was 
found for the Achievement Scale. In Table XXVIII, the mean value for 
this scale is higher for the students doing a superior level of academic 
ScaU 
Aobiev ... nt 
Ileterenoe 
Ol'der 
Exhibition 
Autonozqy 
Affiliation 
TABLE XXIV 
.OALYSIS C, VARIANCE RESULTS F<ll THE EPPS 
(GROUP A) 
Source of variation dt ma 
Level 2 1.964 
Sex 1.251 
Interaction 2 .114 
Total 5 
Level 2 .197 
Sex .170 
Interaction 2 .018 
Total 5 
Level 2 .082 
Sex .269 
Interaction 2 .440 
'l'ota.l 5 
Level 2 .359 
Sex .308 
Interaction 2 .073 
Total 5 
Level 2 1.338 
Sex .874 
Interaction 2 .335 
Total 5 
Level 2 1.400 
Sex 1.48o 
Interaction 2 1,190 
Total 5 
Intra.ception Level 2 .167 
Sex 2,912 
Irtteraction 2 ,661 
Total 5 
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t p 
3.751 .05 
2.390 
.217 
.415 
.361 
.038 
.012 
.401 
.656 
.820 
.705 
.167 
2.301 
1.504 
.577 
2.669 
2,821 
2,267 
,283 
4.941 .05 
1.122 
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S1&oooruoe Level 2 .536 .786 
Sex , ,. 782 2.615 
:} 
Interaction 2 .028 .041 
Total 5 
Ilollinance Level 2 1.138 1.857 
Su 1 1. 782 2.908 
Interaction 2 1.149 1.874 
'l'otal 5 
.l'baaement Level 2 1.339 2.089 
Sex , 3.110 4.852 .05 
Interaction 2 .076 .012 
Total 5 
Jfurturanoa Leval 2 1.153 1.556 
Sex 1 .·197 1.615 
Interaction 2 .135 .182 
'!!atal 5 
Cban&e Leval 2 3.228 5.217 .01 
Sex 13.172_ 21.289 .01 
Interaction 2 .576 .931 
Total 5 
Endurance Level 2 1.132 ,.018 
Sex 1 
' 
3.856 3.450 
Interaction 2 .199 .178 
Total 5 
Heterosexualiv Level 2 • 773 .507 
Sex 15.138 9.931 .01 
Interaction 2 1.774 1.164 
Total 5 
Aggression Level 2 .185 .252 
Sex , 3.168 4.325 .05 
Interaction 2 .005 .007 
Total 5 
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TABLE XXV 
MEAN sco~ FOR THE SCALES OF THE EPPS ON STUDENTS 
ACHIEVING AT THREE DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
(GROUP A) 
Scale Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
N • 43 N = 96 N • 85 
Achievement 12.05 12.61 13.98 
Deference 12.66 12.77 12.18 
Order 11.56 11. 37 11.15 
Exhibition 14.56 14.37 15.18 
Autonomy 13.41 11. 78 12.58 
Affiliation 14.58 16.07 14.66 
Intra9eption 15.13 15.12 15.62 
Succorance 11.52 12.52 11.17 
Dominance 12.42 12.82 13.88 
Abasement 16.64 17.58 18.27 
Nurturance 15.58 16.20 14.59 
Change 17.62 16.41 15.08 
Endurance 14.20 13.84 15.29 
Heterosexuality 14.53 14.04 13.30 
Aggression 12.84 12.35 12.28 
TABLE XXVI 
MEAN SCORES FOR THE SCALE:> OF THE EPPS ON MAl83 AND FEMAL~ 
(GROUP A) 
Scale Male Female 
N-=110 N=114 
Achievement 13.33 12.24 
Deference 12.37 12.70 
Order 11.57 11.15 
Exhibition 14.48 14.93 
Autonoll\Y 12.96 12.20 
Affiliation 14.60 15.60 
Intraception 14.59 15.98 
Succorance 11. 39 12.48 
Dominance 13.58 12.49 
Abasement 16.78 18.22 
Nurturance 15.04 15.93 
Change 14.89 17.85 
Endurance 15.24 13.64 
Heterosexuality 15.54 12.37 
Aggression 13.21 11.76 
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TABLE XXVII 
AHALTSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS FOO TD EPPS 
(OROOP B) 
Scale Source of Variation df 11111 f p 
Achievement Level 2 1. 311 3.483 .05 
Sex 6.141 16.315 .01 
Interaction 2 .106 .281 
Total 5 
Deference Level 2 
.330 .869 
Sex 2.926 7.714 .05 
Interaction 2 .012 • t88 
Total 5 
Order Level 2 .649 1.352 
Sex .024 .050 
Interaction 2 .398 .829 
Total 5 
Exhibition Level 2 .6o2 1.854 
' Sex .023 .070 
Interaction 2 .029 .o89 
Total 5 
Autonorey- Level 2 .721 1.78o 
Sex 10.o62 2.486 
Interaction 2 .211 .520 
Total 5 
Affiliation Level 2 .04~ .,09 
Sex 10.962 26.389 .01 
Interaction 2 .486 1.169 
Total 5 
Intraception Level 2 ,793 1,471 
Sex 6.181 11.457 .01 
Interaction 2 .391 .724 
Total 5 
Succorance Level 2 
.237 .6o5 
Sex ,.370 18.782 .01 
Interaction 2 .064 .165 
Total 5 
Dominance Level 2 
.417 • 750 
Sex 6.784 12.186 .01 
Interaction 2 
.075 .135 
Total 5 
Abasement Level 2 
.135 .289 
Sex 10.114 21.666 .01 
Interaction 2 .814 1. 745 
Total 5 
Nurturanoe Level 2 .241 .488 
Sex 11.788 23.925 .01 
Interaction 2 .682 1.383 
Total 5 
Change Level 2 1.211 2.441 
Sex 3.110 6.271 .05 
Interaction 2 .636 2.832 
Total 5 
Endurance Level 2 .597 ,822 
Sex 2.148 2.96o 
Interaction 2 .205 .283 
Total 5 
Heterosexuality Level 2 1.393 1,584 
Sex 28,427 32.330 ,01 
Interaction 2 2.514 1.722 
Total 5 
Aggression Level 2 1.026 2.551 
Sex 11,768 29.316 .01 
Interaction 2 .008 .020 
Total 5 
TABLE XXVIII 
MEAN SCORES FOR THE SCALES OF THE EPPS ON STUDENTS 
ACHIEVING AT THREE DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
(GROUP B) 
10 
Scale Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
N = 59 N = 98 N = 98 
Achievement 11.85 12.76 13.47 
Deference 13.24 12.66 12.46 
Order 11.85 10.78 10.99 
Exhibition 14.98 13.93 14.19 
t.utonomy 11.62 12.25 12.82 
Lffiliation 16.17 15.94 16.48 
Succorance 11.92 12.54 11. 91 
::,'Qminance 13.13 12.16 13.52 
Abasement 17.05 17 .61 17e44 
Nurturance 15.34 15.47 14.82 
Change 17.05 16.71 15. 56 
:::ndurance 13.98 14.35 15.06 
Heterosexuality 12.95 14.58 14.07 
Aggression 12.69 11.79 11.28 
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work. The means for the three levels of criterion performance appeared 
to follow a linear trend. 
The source of variatio~ for sex is significant for more than half 
the scales. Table XXIX presents the mean values of the fifteen scales. 
The females as a group seemed to be less motivated to be recognized as 
outstanding, to feel the need to do what is expected, to want to share 
and to do things with friends, to want to try to understand the feelings 
of others, to want affection from others, to be less dominant, to accept 
blame when things go wrong, to be of help to others, to seek changes 
from routine, and to be less aggressive than the males. The males, 
however, seemed to show greater needs for gaining recognition and a-
chieving status, for gaining dominance, to engage in activities with 
the opposite sex, and to be aggressive. 
~'he patterns of the students in Groups A and B appeared quite com-
oarable. Measured needs seemed to manifest themselves somewhat more 
clearly in the freshman group than among the sophomore students. The 
sex differences were fairly clear. The EPPS did not seem to differen-
tiate between students who were doing well academically and those who 
were not. 
Guilford Zimmerman Temperament Survey (GZTS) 
The outcomes of the analysis of variance on data from the tempera-
ment survey for Group A are given in Table XXX. Five of the scales 
reached levels of acceptable statistical significance at the .05 per 
cent level or beyond. Two of the significant outcomes were for level 
of academic achievement and three were for source of variation due to 
TABLE XXIX 
MEAN SCORES FOR THE SCALES OF THE EPPS ON MALES AND FEMALES 
(GROUP B) 
Scale Male Female 
N=116 N=139 
Achievement 13. 73 11.93 
Deference 12.08 13.34 
Order 11.07 11.14 
Exhibition 14.39 14.15 
Autonomy 13.53 11.09 
Affiliation 14.68 17.22 
Intraception 14.90 17.18 
Succorance 11.03 13.24 
Dominance 14.14 12.03 
Abasement 16.29 19.05 
Nurtura,nce 13.85 16.42 
Change 15.72 16.90 
Endurance 15.09 14.01 
Heterosexuality 16.13 12.00 
Aggression 13.28 10.36 
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TAIL& DX 
All&l.l'SIS C. YWAJICI JmlULfl PCI! '!'Ill lll'tS 
(CIICU' A) 
Soale IIOW'Oe ot varie'Uon dt 
-
t p 
AoUrlv n, I.ml a 1.835 2,213 
•1-u 
SU ,365 ,440 
Int.notion 2 2,137 2,819 
'l'olal 5 
llsri_.H ft, Lewl 2 9,519 11,361 ,01 
illJllllaivaNH 
llu ,003 ,004 
IateracUon 2 , 113 ,1l5 
'l'olal 5 
.boandsnoa vs, Leval 2 ,004 ,005 
n'bm.Hivuiau 
Su 5.510 5,910 ,05 
Interaction 2 ,461 ,495 
'l'otal 5 
Social int.net va, Level 2 1,537 1.o89 
•111M•• 
Su: ,714 .5()6 
IateracUClll 2 3,331 2,360 
'l'otal 5 
EIIG ti ona.l •~bi 111;1 Leval 2 1,193 1.176 
vs. depreseion 
Bu ,l70 ,365 
InteraoUon 2 1,729 1,7o6 
'l'olal 5 
Q)jecUvicy ve, Level 2 1,040 1,163 
aubjectiv11;J 
Bu ,000 ,000 
InteracUon 2 ,466 ,052 
'fotal 5 
l'riend.lineas va. Level 2 1,452 1,830 
bo .. uuv 
Su 3,619 4.568 .o~ 
InteracUClll 2 ,043 ,054 
Total 5 
'l'bou&h ttlalnHII va. Laval 2 2,478 3,354 ,05 
imratlaotin 
Bu ,062 ,084 
Interaction 2 ,044 ,059 
Total 5 
hreOAal nlaUons ,,., Level 2 1,550 1,735 
cri Uaal.DaH 
SU l,466 3,879 
Interaction 2 ,473 ,529 
Tow 5 
.... oulilli V va, Level 2 .261 ,487 
t611iDiAiV 
Bu 1o8.290 20,216 ,01 
Inte~ction 2 , 119 .222 
total 5 
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The datc1. in Table XXXI indicated that the students achieving at a. 
high le•rel of academic performar.ce tended to be more thoughtul, serious,-
and :i:'t:,.etrained than those not doing as well in course work. The results 
in Table XXXII suggested that the males seemed to be somewhat more so-
cially outgoing than the females but not as friendly. The outcomes on 
the masculinity-femininity scale were in line with the type of results 
to be expected. The responses showed the males to be more "masculine" 
than the females. 
The outcomes of the analysis of results obtained from the GZTS for 
Group B are given in Tables YJ:.XIII, XXXIV, and XXXV. Nine of the 
sources of variation were significant at the .05 per cent level or be-
yond {Table XY..XIII). The distributions of means for the various bipolar 
traits at three levels of academic performance (Table XY..XIV) indicated 
that the higher-achieving students appeared to be more serious-minded 
and more thoughtful in demeanor than those doing a poorer quality of 
course work. 
The students who were performing in the middle range of achieve-
ment showed somewhat greater emotional stability (Table XXXIV). The 
students who were doing the poorest academic work appeared to display 
nore depressive material and possibly greater emotional disquietude. 
The findings in Table XXXV seemed to point out that the males in 
this group were more active and outgoing, more ascendant, and more 
'masculine" in feelings and values. The females appeared to be friend-
lier, more sociable, more thoughtful, more sensitive, and more "femi-
tine" in values and feelings. 
The patterns for Groups A and B were closely analogous. The better 
:tudents appeared to be more thoughtful, reflective and serious, and 
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TABLE XXXI 
MEAN SCORES FOR THE SCALES OF THE GZTS FOR STUDENTS 
ACHIEVING AT THREE DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
(GROUP A) 
Scale Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
N = 43 N :s 96 N = 85 
Activity vs. 
slowness 17.36 17.85 19.21 
3eriousness vs. 
impulsivness 13.02 14.97 17.38 
~scendance vs. 
submissiveness 14.91 14.92 15.00 
3ocial interest vs. 
shyness 11. 73 19.42 18.96 
~motional stability vs. 
depression 15.86 15.85 17 .19 
)bjecti vi ty vs. 
subjectivity 14.65 15.69 16.04 
'riendliness vs. 
hostility 1.3.00 14.34 14.59 
'houghtfulness vs. 
unreflective 17.66 17.78 19.65 
·ersonal relations vs. 
criticalness 15.08 16.50 16.70 
asculinity vs. 
femininity 16.07 15.4.3 15.46 
TABLE XXXII 
MEAN SCORES FOR THE SCALES OF THE GZTS ON MALES AND FEM.ALF!> 
(GROUP A) 
ioale Male Female 
N=110 N•114 
,ctivi ty vs. 
slowness 18,38 17.89 
ieriousness vs. 
impulsiveness 15.14 15.10 
,soendance vs. 
submissiveness 15.90 13.98 
:ocial interest vs. 
shyness 18.36 19.05 
:motional stability vs. 
depression 16.05 16.55 
lbjectivi ty vs. 
subjectivity 15.45 15.46 
'riendliness vs. 
hostiliiy 13.20 14,75 
1houghtfulness vs. 
unreflective 18.46 18.26 
'ersonal relations vs. j 
criticalness 15.33 16.85 
[asculini ty vs. 
femininity 19.90 11.40 
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till.I WIII 
UAL \'1118 r:, YARUICI IISUL'l'I! Pat '1B CIZ'l'!I 
(OIOUP I) 
Boal• 80Ul'Oe of Y&1"iUion dt 
-
r p 
Ao\iYit,7 n. Level 2 .115 .176 
aloimeH 
Su l.729 5.714 .05 
InwracU.on 2 ,837 1.28l 
'l'otal 5 
Seriowou•• va, Leval 2 2,472 4.899 .01 
wp11blvenaH 
Su 1.084 2.148 
Interac\ion 2 ,196 ,)88 
total 5 
.l•oendanos ve, Level 2 ,l19 ,455 
IN'beiHiVUHa 
Bez 5,762 8,219 ,01 
Intereetion 2 1,230 1,755 
'l'otal 5 
Social i11te!'Ut v•, Level 2 .517 ,463 
ab,7neH 
Su 7.020 6,29l ,05 
Interacti011 2 1.539 1.379 
'l'oul 5 
J:iooUonal au'bili t;y Leval 2 4.188 4,476 .01 
v•. depre11aion 
Su 1,162 1,241 
InteracU.011 2 ,438 ,468 
'l'otal 5 
Objec\irl t;y va. Leval 2 
.974 1,124 
aubjectlvl v 
Su 1,571 1.813 
Interaction 2 ,536 .619 
'l'oul 5 
Prie11d.l in Ha VB, Level 2 
.409 ,553 
hoatili t;y 
Su 9,B05 13,255 
In teracii on 2 
.420 .568 
total 5 
!houpUulaeas fl. Laval 2 2,322 3,795 ,05 
1111Ntleoti ve 
Bu 4,084 6,674 .05 
Interaction 2 ,133 .217 
toul 5 
Panonal nlatione .... Leval 2 .218 ,772 
criUcalnau 
Bu 2,602 3,724 
Interaction 2 
.o82 ,109 
total 5 
llaeoulini:~ va, Level 2 
.409 .961 
rniniDi":iJ 
Su 162.969 )82, 735 .01 
IJ:araction 2 .012 .275 
'l'oul 5 
TABLE XXXIV 
MEAN SCORES FOR THE SCAL~ OF THE GZTS FOR STUDENTS 
ACHIEVING AT THREE DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
(GROUP B) 
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Scale Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
N = 59 N .. 98 N = 98 
Activity vs. 
slowness 16.99 17.31 17.46 
Seriousness vs. 
impulsiveness 14.30 14.47 16.31 
t\.scenda.nce vs. 
submissiveness 13.92 13.25 13.97 
3ocial interest vs. 
shyness 18.40 17.84 17.38 
!inotional stability vs. 
depression 13.51 16.32 15.51 
)bjectivi ty vs. 
subjectivity 13.95 14.61 15. 34 
'riendliness vs. 
hostility 13.26 14.02 14.07 
houghtfulnese vs. 
unreflective 16.72 17.82 18.88 
ersonal relations vs. 
criticalness 14.19 15.09 15.15 
a.sculinity vs. 
femininity 14.54 15.43 15.13 
TABLE XXXV 
MEAN SCORES FOR THE SCALES OF THE GZTS ON MALES AND FEMALES 
(GROUP B) 
cale Male Female 
N•116 N=139 
ctivity vs. 
slowness 18.04 16.46 
eriousness vs. 
impulsiveness 14.60 15.45 
scendance vs. 
submissiveness 14.69 12.73 
ocial interest vs. 
shyness 16.79 , 18.95 
motional stability vs. 
depression 15.55 14.67 
bjectivi ty vs. 
subjectivity 15.14 14.12 
riendliness vs. 
hostility 12.50 15.06 
houghtfulness vs. 
unreflective 16.98 18.63 
ersonal relations vs. 
criticalness 14.12 15.49 
asculinity vs. 
femininity 20.24 9.82 
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8o 
some degree, more emotionally stable. The males tended to be some-
tt more aggressive, active, and outgoing than the females, but the 
·ls appeared to be more ii0 terested in relating to others and in at-
1pting to be friendly and considerate. 
Tennessee Self Concept Scale (TSCS) 
The pattern of analysis of data obtained from the TSCS was similar 
that employed with the results obtained from the sources discussed 
,ve. The analysis of variance for the Tennessee Self Concept Scales 
~oup A) is given in Table XXXVI. The Moral-Ethical Self and Personal 
lf Scales manifested statistically significant p values for sources 
variation for levels of academic performance. The P}zysical Self 
ile showed a statistically significant p value for the source of vari-
lon due to sex. The mean scores for the scales of the TSCS at the 
ree different levels of academic achievement are shown in Table XXXVII. 
It was apparent that the Moral-Ethical Scale manifested a.n increase 
mean values for levels. The students who were doing better academic 
rk appeared to feel they were "good" individuals, relatively well-
tisfied with their religious orientations and their relationships to 
d. Data for the Personal Self Scale showed similar·statistical 
ends which suggested that the students who were doing better academic 
rk had feelings of adequacy as persons, strong feelings of personal 
rth, and positive feelings about future performances. The data for 
e Physical Self Scale in Table XXXVIII suggested that the males 
ewed their state of healtht physical appearance, sexuality, skills, 
d general health more positively than the females. 
Data for four of the scales showed interactions for source of 
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TABLI XXXVI 
AHALYSIS C:, VARIANCE Jm:IULTS P<Jl THE TSCS 
(OROOP .t) 
Scale Source ot variation df .. t p 
Selt ori Uoh11 Level 2 • 814 .722 
Sex 1 4.369 3.879 
Interaction 2 .831 .na 
Total 5 
Total p •oore Level 2 107.658 2.649 
Sex 1 21.131 .519 
Interaction 2 157.142 3.855 
Total 5 
Identity Level 2 11.562 2.589 
Sex 1 2.344 .523 
Interaction 2 9.643 2. 152 
Total 5 
Self satisfaction Level 2 10.297 1.401 
Sex , 15.941 2.168 
Interaction 2 19.438 2.644 
''l'otal 5 
Behavior ,, Level 2 10.334 2.151 
Sex 1 .290 .060 
Interaction 2 17.120 3.564 .05 
'l'ota.l 5 
82 
P}lfaical aelt Level 2 3.396 1-599 
Sex 1 8.9()6 'ii»089 .05 
Interaction 2 8.8)6 4.057 .05 
Total 5 
Jlol'al ... Woal Hlt Level 2 7.728 3.159 .05 
Sex 1 
.224 .916 
Interaction 2 2.476 1.012 
foul. 5 
Penonal ••lt Level 2 10.003 5.032 .01 
Su 1 5.529 2.782 
lnteracUon 2 13.249 6.665 .01 
'1'otal 5 
J'am.i l,y Hlt Level 2 1.924 .779 
Sex 1 
.009 .003 
InteraoUon 2 3.432 1.390 
'l'otal 5 
Social aelt Level 2 2.198 1.072 
SU 1 
.070 .034 
Interaction 2 7,205 3.513 .05 
Total 5 
Total variability Level 2 1.727 .364 
Sex 1 1.696 .358 
Interaction 2 11.053 . 2.331 
fotal 5 
Distribution eoore Level 2 .272 .013 
Sex 1 16.305 .654 
Interaoti,on 2 16.217 .757 
Total 5 
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TABLE XXXVII 
MEAN SCORJ!5 FOR THE SCALES OF THE TSCS FOR STUDENTS 
ACHIEVING AT THREE DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
{GROUP A) 
Scale Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
N = 43 N"" 96 N .. 85 
Self criticism 35.31 36.41 35.43 
Total p 330.21 336.29 334.81 
Identity 123.27 127.22 127.62 
Self satisfaction 99.95 100.96 104.29 
Behavior 106.99 109.00 111.47 
Physical self 68.30 70.61 70.50 
Moral-ethical self 64.92 66.01 68.74 
Personal self 62.30 64.02 65.73 
Family self 69.25 70.16 71.21 
Social self 66.43 67.28 68.52 
Total variability 49.99 50.21 48.50 
Distribution score 13. 73 14.31 14.73 
TABLE XXXVIII 
MEAN SCORES FOR THE SCALES OF THE TSCS ON MALES AND FEMALES 
(GROUP A) 
,ale Male Female 
N•110 Ns114 
~lf criticism 36.54 34.83 
,tal p 338.98 335.23 
Len ti ty 126.66 125.41 
1lf satisfaction 103.36 100.10 
1havior 109.67 109.23 
iysical self 71.02 68.58 
,ral-ethical self 66.,36 66.75 
rsonal self 64.64 62.72 
mily self 70.17 70.24 
cial self 67.52 67.30 
tal variability 50.10 49.03 
stribution score 15.89 12.40 
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variation at the .05 level or beyond (Table XXXVIII). An examination 
of the data showed that the mean values tended to incr•~~se from level 
1 to level 3 for the four scales (Table XXXVII) whil~ the means for the 
females on each of the scales tended to be somewhat lower than those 
for the males (Table XXXVIII). 
The outcomes based upon the analysis of the TSCS data for Group B 
are given in the next three tables. Table XXXIX showed that sources of 
~ariation for levels (Behavior and Total Variability Scales) were sig-
~ificant at the .05 per cent level or beyond. The distribution of 
nea.ns for levels of academic performance are shown in Table XL. The 
neans for the scales based upon data collected separately for the sexes 
a.re listed in Table XLI. 
It seemed to be apparent that the better students had a more verid-
ical perception of their own behavior and of the manner in which they 
functioned. The lower variability mean for the better students sug-
~sted that they were more consistent in the wa:y they perceived them-
~elves. The self-perceptions of these students reflected greater sta-
oility, which ma:y be indicative of better emotional maturity and ex-
tended capacity to deal with frustration and failure. The males in 
this group also seemed to have a more positive picture of their physi-
~al self than the females. 
The data from the TSCS for the two groups suggested certain iden-
tical characteristics. The better students seemed to be less variable, 
nore mature and well disposed in their feelings toward themselves. The 
lata. obtained from the TSCS were in some respects disappointing because 
)f the number of scales which did not differentiate significantly among 
Levels of performance for students in either Groups A or B. 
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Ph,yaioal self Level 2 4.579 2.462 
Su: 5.703 3.067 
Interaotion 2 4.586 2.502 
Total 5 
Moral-ethical self Level 2 2.993 1.633 
Su: 5.060 2.760 
lnteraotion 2 4.586 2.502 
Total 5 
Peraonal Hlf Level 2 4.117 2.618 
Sex 6.222 3.956 .05 
-
Interaotion 2 
.480 .305 
Total 5 
Pami:17 self Level 2 3.121 1 .476 
Sex • 101 .048 
Interaotion 2 .649 .307 
Total 5 
Sooial self Level 2 1.373 .815 
Sex 1 3.300 1.959 
lnteraotion 2 2.935 1.742 
Total 5 
Total variability Level 2 · 21.460 4.987 .01 
Sex 1 3.936 .915 
lnteraotion 2 .129 .029 
Total 5 
Distribution score Level 2 .936 .057 
Sex 1 15.909 .967 
lnteraotion 2 7.165 .436 
Total 
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'!'ABLE XXXIX 
ANALYSIS C, VARIANCE RESULTS FOR THE TSCS 
(OROUP B) 
Scale Source of variation df ms f p 
Self criticism Level 2 .88o 1.027 
Sex 1 1.591 1.857 
Interaction 2 .320 .374 
'l'otal 5 
Total p score Level 2 73.884 2.626 
Sex 1 .398 .014 
Interaction 2 27.895 .992 
Total 5 
Identity Level 2 2.840 .977 
Sex 1.696 .583 
Interaction 2 3.601 1.239 
Total 5 
Self satisfaction Level 2 10.001 1.710 
Sex 4.823 .825 
Interaction 2 6.772 1.579 
Total 5 
Behavior Level 2 14.827 3.888 .05 
Sex 1 .096 .025 
lntera.otion 2 1.635 .429 
Total 5 
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TABLE XL 
MEAN SCORES FOR THE SCALES OF THS TSCS FOR STUDENTS 
ACHIEVING AT THREE DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
(GROUP :B) 
:ale Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
N • 59 N = 98 N = 98 
:ilf criticism 35.38 35.06 36.34 
:>tal p 329. 73 340.26 340.26 
ienti ty 124.44 126.23 126.70 
elf satisfaction 99.35 103.45 102.94 
ehavior 105.94 110.57 110.73 
bysical self 67.38 70.22 69.71 
oral-ethical self 65.81 67.89 67.97 
ersonal self 62.56 65.03 65.06 
amily self 67 .. 84 69.67 70.23 
ocial self 65.94 67.50 67.19 
'otal variability 54.04 49.55 47.67 
~stribution score 14.82 13.64 14.83 
TABLE XLI 
MEAN SCORES FOR THE SCALES OF THE TSCS ON MALES AND FEMALES 
(GR,OUP B) 
~ale Ma.le Female 
N=116 N•139 
~lf critic ism 36.11 35.08 
,tal p 337.01 336.49 
ienti ty 125.26 126.32 
~lf satisfaction 102.81 111.01 
ihavior 108.95 109.20 
iysical self 70.08 68.13 
,ral-ethical self 66.30 68.14 
irsonal self 65.23 63.19 
unily self 69.29 69.20 
,cial self 66.13 67.62 
ital variability 49.61 51.23 
.stribution score 16.05 12.80 
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II. Relationships Among Variables and Crit~ria for Groups 
A and B 
Tables A1, A2, A3, and A4 in Appendix A present the intercorre-
tions among the tests, and the correlations of the tests with the 
iteria, for the males and females in Groups A and B. Since the issue 
primary concern in this section involved the association of the 
rious measures with college grade point average, data have been ab-
racted from the large tables and summarized in this section for tb· 
rpoee of simplifying presentation. 
Relation of ACT Scores to the Criteria 
The correlation coefficients for the various sections of the ACT 
ttery with the criteria for Groups A and Bare given in Table XLII. 
th the exception of the English tests, the tests of the ACT battery 
rrelated significantly with each of the criteria. Only in the case 
the females in Group B did the English test show significant associ-
ion with over-all grade point average. The Mathematics, Social Stud-
s, and Natural Science tests exhibited correlations with the criteria 
at ranged from .32 to .62, with a median r of ~42. 
High School Grades Correlated with the Criteria 
High school grades have been found to be effective predictors of 
llege performance (100, 44, 31). The correlation coefficients with 
~ criteria for Groups A and Bare shown in Table XLIII. The evidence 
.ggested that interest, application, and ability ma.nifested in secon-
:ry school programs tended to be related positively to academic 
TABLE XLII 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN EACH OF THE CRITERIA AND 
VARIOUS PARTS OF THE ACT BATTERY FOR MALES 
AND FEMALES IN GROOPS A AND B 
Group A Criterion Group B 
Male Female Male 
No:110 N•114 Nx:116 
!nglish 
.17 .17 .03 
ia thematics 
.38* · .40* .44* 
;ocial Studies 
.38* .42* .62* 
ratural Soienoe 
-39* .42* .55* 
:omposi te 
.34* .47* .53* 
*significant at the .05 level or below 
TABLE XLIII 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN EACH OF THE CRITERIA AND 
HIGH SCHOOL GRADE POINT AVERAGE FOR 
M..4L:E!3 AND FEMALES IN GROUPS A AND B 
Group A Criterion Group B 
fariable Ma.le Female Male 
N=110 N=114 N•116 
).rer-all High 
School Grade 
Point Average 
-43* .53* .65* 
*significant at the .05 level or below 
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Criterion 
Female 
N•139 
.86* 
.48* 
.32* 
.53* 
.46* 
Criterion 
Female 
N=139 
.44* 
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1roductivity at the college level. All four of the criterion correla-
;ions in Table XLIII differed significantly from a population r of zero. 
Correlations of NDR'11 Scores with the Criteria. 
The relationships between various parts of the NDRT and the cri-
;eria for Groups A and Bare given in Table XLIV. All of the corre-
.ation coefficients differed significantly from a population r of zero. 
~he values ranged from .33 to .77 with a median r of approximately .50. 
~he positive criterion correlations were in line with findings obtained 
:rom other investigations reported in the literature (22, 31). 
Relationships of the HNTMA Scores with the Criteria 
Significant correlation coefficients were obtained on. the whole 
~etween each of the subtests of the HNTMA and the criterion for each 
group. Only one of the criterion r's failed to reach the .05 level of 
:onfidence (Table XLV). 
Correlations of the Scales of the EPPS with the Criteria 
The correlations of the scales of the EPPS with the criteria for 
each group are given in Table XLVI. It may be observed that the data 
for the Achievement Scale related signifjcantly in a positive direction 
to academic performance for the sex groups with the exception of the 
females in Group B. The high negative r's for the females in Group B 
were the consequence of the association of low EPPS scales with higher 
over-all grade point averages. The negative outcome seemed to have 
little importance since the meanings of low scale score on the EPPS are 
not well understood. The academic work of the freshmen women appeared 
iable 
abulary 
TABLE XLIV 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN EACH OF THE CRITERIA AND 
VARIOUS PARTS OF THE NDRT FOR MALES AND 
FEMALES IN GROOPS A AND B 
Group A Criterion Group B 
Male Female Male 
N=110 N•114 N•116 
.67* .61* .62* 
prehension .35* .41* .49* 
al .33* .38* .52* 
significant at the .05 level or below 
TAELE XLV 
CORRELATIONS :BETWEEN EACH OF THE CRITERIA AND 
VARIOUS PAH.TS OF THE HNTMA FOR MALE!:> AND 
FEMALES IN GROUPS A .ft.ND B 
Group A Criterion Group :B 
iable Male Female Male 
N=110 N•114 N=116 
ntitative .36* .43* .54* 
bal .35* -49* -47* 
al ~20* .34* .44* 
significant at the e05 level or below 
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Criterion 
Female 
N•139 
.37* 
.65* 
.11* 
Criterion 
Female 
N=139 
.83* 
.02 
.50* 
TABLE XLVI 
CORRELATIONS.BETWEEN EACH OF THE CRITERIA AND THE SCALES 
OF THE EPPS FOR MA~ AND FEMALES IN GROUPS A AND B 
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Group A Criterion Group B Criterion 
3oale Male Female Male Female 
N•110 N•114 Nz116 Ns139 
~chievement .32* .48• .51* -. 77* 
Deference .03 .31* .18 -.36* 
Order .02 -.13 -.01 -.81* 
8:x.hibition .04 -.09 .oo -.68* 
AutonOIJ\Y -.03 .21* -.05 -.63* 
Affiliation -.06 .01 -.05 • 75* 
Intraception .04 -.12 .06 -.56* 
Sucoorance -.01 -.02 .07 -.32* 
Dominance .12 -.07 -.05 -.83* 
Abasement -.05 .27* .04 -.48* 
Nurturance .22* .01 .11 -.83* 
Change .01 -.16 .02 
--49* 
Endurance .09 -.23* -.03 -.BO* 
Heterosexuality .09 .14 .04 .37* 
Aggression -.15 -.03 -.08 -.10* 
*significant at the .05 level or below 
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o be more positively related to the need to form friendly attachments 
ith others, and the need to be accepted by members of the opposite sex. 
s the female students matured; the relationship between the need to 
chieve and academic performance appeared to become more pronounced. 
It should be noted that with the exception of the criterion cor-
elations for the Achievement Scale, none of the remaining scales 
howed statistically significant positive criterion r's for more than 
1ne sex sample. On examination Table XLVI showed that out of the re-
1aining scales, a total of 56 criterion correlations, only 6 positive 
:riterion r's departed significantly from an r of zero. Such an out-
~ome would be no better than chance. On the basis of these data, it 
iOUld seem that for three of the samples, the need for achievement wa.s 
nore closely related to academic performance than any of the other needs. 
The Relationships of the Scales of the 
GZTS with the Criteria 
The scales of the GZTS based on data for three of the sex samples 
did not show clear cut patterns of association with the criteria. The 
females in Group B, however, responded to the bipolar scales in such a 
manner that high levels of general activity, emotional stability, 
thoughtfulness, good personal relations, and acceptance of sex role 
were correlated positively with academic performance (Table XLVII). 
The trends of data for the females in Group Bon five remaining scales 
indicates that better grade point averages were related negatively to 
impulsiveness, submissiveness, shyness, subjectivity, and feelings of 
hostility. Out of the thirty cr;terion correlations for the two sex 
samples in Group A and for the males in Group B, only three departed 
significantly from an r of zero. Such findings represented outcomes 
TABLE XLVII 
CORRELATIONS BFJI'WEEN EACH OF THE CRITERIA AND THE SCALES 
OF THE GZTS FOR MALES AND FEMALES IN GROUPS A AND B 
Group A Criterion Group Criterion 
Scale Male Female Male Female 
N=110 N=114 N=116 N=139 
Activity vs. 
slowness .15 .04 -.21* .76* 
Seriousness vs. 
impulsiveness .oo .31* .10 -.56* 
Ascendance vs. 
submissiveness .18 .20* .14 -.72* 
Social interest vs. 
shyness .oo .09 .15 -.78* 
Emotional stability 
vs. depression .06 .09 .oo .18* 
Objectivity vs. 
subjectivity 
-.09 .08 .01 -.51* 
Friendliness vs. 
hostility .07 -.08 .10 -.73* 
Thoughtfulness vs. 
unreflective .09 -.13 .09, .28* 
Personal relations 
vs. criticalness .;20* .13 .18 .61* 
Masculinity vs. 
femininity .07 .06 .15 .36* 
*significant at the .05 level or below 
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lat could have occurred by cha.nee. 
Correlations of the Scales of the TSCS with the Criteria 
The correlations between the 12 scales of the TSCS and the criteria 
or Groups A and Bare given in Table XLVIII. It is interesting to note 
hat the criterion correlation coefficients for the females in Group B 
ended to be high for 11 of the 12 scales. This pattern was not dupli-
ated in the other three sex samples. The data for the freshmen girls 
eemed to suggest that those who made better grades were more prone to 
espond to the TSCS items in ways which indicated that they possessed 
,ositive self-feelings and healthy self-perceptions. The beginning 
·emale students who were succeeding academically appeared somewhat sen-
:itive about criticism, but they seemed able to hand such feelings ade-
[Uately. The outcomes for the other three sex groups were not clearly 
Lefinable. 
III. Background Data for Freshman and Sophomore Students 
Organized in Terms of Levels of Performance Based 
Upon College Grade Point Average 
In addition to examining the differences between satisfactorily-
ichieving students on high school grades and various psychometric,meas-
l.I'es, and in addition to determining the relationships between these 
neasures and academic performance, a third analysis consisted of com-
piling background information about each of the classes to determine if 
such data tended to be related to the level of academic work. The 
questionnaire developed by the research staff of the American Col~ege 
Testing Program (4) was employed in modified form to obtain the back-
ground information. A copy of the questionnaire used in the study is 
TABLE XLVIII 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN EACH OF THE CRITERIA AND THE SCALES 
OF THE TSCS FOR MALES AND FEMALES IN GROUPS A AND B 
Group A Criterion Group B Criterion 
Scale Male Female Male Female 
Na110 Na114 N•116 N•139 
Self criticism .01 .oo .13 -.44* 
P score 
-.03 -.03 .21* .82* 
Identity 
-.01 .09 .22* .88• 
Self satisfaction -.10 .17 .20* .88* 
Behavior 
-.15 .08 .19* .86* 
Physical self 
-.01 .20* .18 .88* 
~loral-ethical 
self 
-.19* .09 .16 .85* 
Personal self .oo • 12 • 'i1 .86* 
P.amily self 
-.09 .16 .15 .86* 
Social self 
-.02 .09 .20* .88* 
rotal variability 
-.13 .10 .18 .86* 
Distribution score .09 -.02 -.17 .76* 
*significant at the .05 level or below 
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presented in Appendix B. The procedure for presenting the findings may 
be observed by examining the tables that follow. 
In Table XLIX, the students were classified in terms of Rize of 
graduating class on the basis of level of academic performance. It 
should be recalled again that level 1 consisted of those students with 
an over-all -grade point average of 1.99 and below; level 2 consisted of 
those students with an over-all grade point average of 2.00 to 2.99; 
level 3 designated those whose over-all grade point average was 3.00 or 
better. There was a suggestion in the data that a larger percentage of 
sophomore girls who graduated from small high schools did a poorer 
quality of academic work than the rest of the students. On the other 
hand, it seemed that for freshmen and sophomores who were achieving ade-
quate or superior academic performances, smaller percentages came from 
large high schools. A higher percentage of achievers came from small 
or medium-sized high schools. 
When the students in the freshmen and sophomore classes were clas-
sified by father's occupation (Table L), it seemed apparent that re-
gardless of level of academic performance or specification by sex, bet-
ter than fifty per cent of the students' fathers were farmers, business-
men, or skilled workers. More than ten per cent of the students had 
fathers who were classified as professional workers. Despite this small 
number, approximately four-fifths of the students from professional 
families were doing acceptable or superior academic work. 
The data in Table LI indicated little except that the students ap-
peared somewhat reluctant to divulge the family income. There was an 
indication in the findings that the students who were making better 
grades were less defensive about revealing such ir.r.formation, but this 
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TABLE XLIX 
PERCENTAGES OF STUDENTS IN THE THREE CRITERION GROUPS 
CLASSIFIED BY SIZE OF GRADUATING CLASS 
Criterion Size of Graduating Class 
Less than 
25 25-99 100-399 400-more 
Male 
N•33 24 34 30 12 
Group B 
Female 
N•26 27 27 15 31 
Level 1 
Ma.le 
N•31 26 29 19 26 
Group A 
Female 
Nm12 58 25 17 00 
Male 
N= 44 20 41 30 09 
Group 'B 
Female 
N=54 28 30 24 18 
Level 2 
Male 
N=45 24 38 22 16 
Group A 
Female 
N=51 22 37 21 20 
Male 
N=39 24 26 42 08 
Group B 
Female 
N=59 42 19 03 
Level 3 
Male 
N=34 21 35 35 09 
Group A 
Female 
N=51 25 37 22 16 
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'fill.I L 
PlltCll!'AOIS. (IP s,ma,s II '!'Bl 'l'BID CII'l'll!lar 
CllQJP! C:USSIPISJ> It 1A'ffll:ll'B OCCUPA'l'I<JI 
Criterion Pan.- JluiUH Bltill Selli- Un81till Prot•••ional oiber Unknown 
.&«z'i, 'l'rade Skill 
llale 
1-33 24 24 06 03 25 04 15 09 
Group B 
PMal• 
.. 26 35 08 01 12 12 00 14 12 
IAYel 1 
llale 
.. 31 26 10 16 06 13 00 16 13 
Group A 
,.._le 
1-12 42 17 00 08 o8 17 00 08 
11&1• 
1-44 09 23 16 13 04 07 14 14 
Oroll.p B 
...i. 
1-54 50 09 07 09 01 01 04 07 
Level 2 
lie.le 
1-45 )8 09 20 09 02 11 01 04 
Qro;ip A 
hm&le 
.. 51 39 22 17 06 02 02 06 06 
Male 
1•)9 )8 10 05 05 05 18 04 15. 
Oroup B 
J'e11ale 
.. 59 37 07 09 08 14 08 07 10 
Levd) 
ll&l• 
J,1.)4 41 09 09 12 09 12 06 02 
Group A 
Pe-1• 
X-51 44 18 15 12 00 05 04 02 
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'1'.&!LI: LI 
PDClll'f.lCIIB a, fflJJlDl'l'8 II ffl& !IDIII ORI'!'DI<II 
CllaJPS OLASSIPISD I? LIVIL a, P.AJIILT DJCCJII 
Cl'1 iel'iOII r..117 1no-
1 ... th&II 
,,ooo 5,000-. 7,500- 10,000- 15,000- 20,000- 25,000- Conf'iden- Jlidn''t 
7,499 9,999 14,999 19,999 24,999 over 'tial know 
11111• 
.. 33 03 06 03 03 00 03 00 70 12 
ONNp, 
'-1• 
IW6 00 00 04 03 ·00 04 00 11 12 
Lnel 1 
11111• 
1-31 13 00 04 06 06 04 03 61 03 
Group .l 
Pual• 
1•12 00 00 00 17 00 00 00 83 00 
llale 
1-44 05 18 11 07 02 00 02 50 05 
Orogp JI 
PeMl• 
.. ~ 00 01 00 02 02 00 02 76 17 
Level 2 
Nale 
1-45 07 11 04 07 02 00 04 53 12 
Group .l 
re.ale 
1•51 02 04 01 06 06 00 00 61 20 
Nale 
.. 39 08 05 03 00 05 00 05 64 10 
Orollp B 
J'uale 
11-59 03 08 02 07 00 02 02 69 07 
Level 3 
llale 
1-34 02 21 06 09 06 03 00 47 06 
Oroup .l 
Pu&le 
.. 51 08 10 08 06 01 00 00 59 08 
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tendency wa.s not well-defined. 
It was thought that it might le informative to examine the educa-
tional background of the parente. r)f the students in the freshmen and 
sophomore classes. These data are presented in Tables Lil and LIII. 
The trend of the results showed that for all of the criterion groups, 
approximately half of the students• mothers were high school graduates. 
The findings in Table LIII suggested a somewhat similar trend for 
fathers. There was an indication that a number of students whose 
fathers had no more than grade school education were doing academic 
work of minimum quality. 
The number of mothers who had taken some college work or who had 
graduated from college exceeded the number of fathers in the same cate-
gory. This held true for the three criterion groups. 
The percentages in Table LIV showed clearly that the bulk of the 
students in the two classes investigated came from farms in open coun-
try and from communities of less than 50,000. A somewhat larger per-
centage of students from farms were doing acceptable or superior aca-
demic work as compared to those who were meeting minimal standards. 
The distribution of percentages for the three levels of academic per-
formance was approximately equivalent.for students coming from communi-
ties of 50,000 or less. 
It was deemed feasible to examine the types of secondary schools 
the students had attended. These data are given in Table LV. The dis-
tributions of findings did not exhibit a.ny meaningful or consistent 
trends. 
The freshmen and sophomores were given a list of questions and 
asked to respond to the items in order that a pattern of preferences 
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'1'.AllLE LII 
PIRCll'l'.lCIIB a, nm.rB Ill 'Im: 'l'IDtlS CRITIRICII QRCIJPS 
CLABSiflSD llT X01'111:R 1 8 EWC.l'!'Ic.AL BACICOROOJlD 
CJ'i"1"ion Level ot achoolin& 
lo Or&de High College Oraduate Unknown 
achool acllool achool 
Nale 
.. 33 00 12 42 15 04 27 
Oroup B 
r.-1e 
11-26 00 23 46 16 00 15 
Level 1 
llale 
!1•31 00 32 26 13 00 29 
Oroup A 
Female 
»•12 00 00 67 25 00 08 
lie.le 
»•44 00 16 
Group B 43 
16 02 23 
Pem&le 
»-54 00 15 50 24 00 11 Level 2 
Jlale 
11•45 00 13 51 22 03 11 Oroup .i 
Fem le 
li•51 00 24 39 31 00 06 
Jlale 
li•39 00 07 
Group B 44 23 00 26 
Female 
li•59 00 15 
Level 3 37 25 03 20 
Male 
11-34 00 15 46 21 00 18 Group A 
Female 
.. 51 00 08 67 20 01 04 
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PJ:aCDl'f.t.CIIS C, S1VISH'l'S II '1'HE '!'lliD CRITIIU CII ORaJPS 
CWSIP'I&D 11' P.t.ffllR' S IJIJC.t.Tl<IW. 11.lei:ORClJJID 
CriiffiOJI Level ot eohoolinc 
lo OJ"ade High College GradU&te Unknown 
•ohool aohool •ohool 
Nale 
11•33 00 27 36 12 04 21 
Group JI 
,.._le 
Jl•26 04 35 38 08 00 15 
Level 1 
Nale 
1•31 00 19 42 04 00 .35 
Oroup A 
r-le 
11-12 · 00 17 33 33 09 08 
llale 
Oroup JI 1•44 00 14 52 07 03 24 
.r-1. 
1•54 00 20 46 19 00 15 
Level 2 
llal• 
Oroup A 1•45 00 16 53 16 04 09 
Female 
Jl•51 00 25 53 10 02 10 
Nale 
Group JI »•39 00 1.3 41 13 10 23 
Pemale 
11•59 00 15 46 17 02 20 
Level 3 
Male 
Group A 11•.>4 00 16 44 15 08 15 
Female 
N•51 00 14 57 16 01 12 
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cusstnBD !IT H<II! cCIIIUJlm 
Criwrion Par.- Suburb of Suburb of Suburb of Suburb of Ci'q of Cit, of Cit, of Lesa 
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~m;n 499,999 100,000 2 •illion 499,999 99,000 50,000 
llale 
.. 33 45 00 00 04 15 00 00 00 36 Qroup JI 
haale 
J-26 42 04 00 00 08 00 03 08 35 
Level 
llale 
N-31 55 04 00 00 06 03 00 00 32 
Group .l 
hmale 
.. ,2 50 00 00 00 17 00 00 00 33 
Jale 
J•44 50 00 00 05 07 02 00 00 36 
Group JI 
hlllale 
1•54 63 00 01 04 02 02 02 00 26 
Level 2 
Nale 
1-45 62 00 00 00 01 00 04 03 24 
Qroup A 
hale 
5.51 61 00 00 04 06 00 00 00 29 
Male 
.11.39 62 00 03 00 02 00 00 00 33 
Qroup B 
!l'emale 
ff•59 73 00 00 00 03 00 00 02 22 
Level 3 
Male 
H-34 63 00 00 02 02 06 00 00 27 
Qroup A 
Female 
ff•51 65 00 02 00 04 00 00 00 29 
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Public Private- Private-
Cburob related llon-deno.ina tional 
Nale 
!1-33 09 58 33 
Group B 
Pe-le 
1•26 31 23 46 
Level 1 
Jlale 
Na31 42 23 35 
Group A 
hmale 
5.12 58 25 17 
Kale 
Jf-44 25 48 27 
Group B 
hm&le 
~54 28 37 35 
Level 2 
Male 
11-45 51 25 24 
Group 1 
Pemale 
11-51 43 28 29 
Mal• 
ll•39 26 37 37 
Group B 
Pemale 
ll•59 36 32 32 
Level 3 
Male 
!1•34 )8 30 32 
Qroup A 
Pemale 
N•51 29 28 43 
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might be obtained for each individual and for the groups as a whole. 
Table LVI indicated clearly that for the females in both class~s, at 
the three levels of academic performance, approximately half expressed 
preference for activities of a social service-religious-educational na-
ture. This was true also in large measure for males who were doing ac-
ceptable or superior academic work. A larger percentage of males in 
both classes who were not doing acceptable academic work were more in-
terested in activities of an agricultural-engineering-technical nature. 
The predominant interest among the students doing acceptable or superior 
academic work seemed to reflect one of the major thrusts of the curricu-
lum, which is directed toward training teachers and personnel for the 
service professions. 
In this chapter, efforts were made to present various aspects of 
the results of the investigation, in an organized manner. The follow-
ing section contains discussions of findings and inferences which may be 
drawn from the outcomes. 
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'l'AllLE LVI 
AREAS OF IXPRESSED Ill'1'ERES'l' CP Jl'RE5HMEN AJrI> SOPH<m: 
S'l'UllEN'l'S IN THE 'l'HREE CRITERICII GRCXIPS 
Critorion Social- Admin.- Buein.- Scieniific 1:ng,,;. Med, Art•- other Undecided 
Relig.- Polii.- Finance A/!;r,- HUii, 
l!lducir..- Peraon.- 'l'ech,-
Jule 
J.33 15 00 o6 09 31 03 00 15 21 
Group B 
hmale 
ll-26 54 00 12 00 00 11 00 19 04 
Level 
Nale 
H-31 16 10 19 03 19 00 03 17 13 
Group A 
Female 
N•12 42 00 16 00 00 08 17 17 00 
Ila.le 
N-44 37 02 09 09 09 00 05 20 09 
Croup B 
Female 
11•54 37 00 24 04 00 07 11 13 04 
Level 2 
llale 
lf•45 24 00 18 04 29 07 02 07 09 
Group A 
Female 
li-51 45 03 16 02 00 10 04 18 02 
Na.le 
N•39 18 10 05 13 15 06 00 10 23 
Group B 
Female 
5.59 51 00 25 02 00 04 05 10 03 
Level 3 
ll&le 
18 N•34 26 09 12 05 06 21 00 03 
Croup A 
Pemale 
N-51 51 02 17 00 00 08 o8 12 02 
CHAPTER V 
SUM.MP.RY OF FINDINGS 
Discussion 
It was stated previously in the study that the administrative of-
fices at Northwestern State College (NWSC) were interested in learning 
more about the student body in order to improve the counseling and in-
structional programs. It was deemed advisable to look carefully at the 
characteristics which differentiate& the achieving students from those 
who were meeting minimal standards& There was evidence from other stud-
ies (66, 101, 31, 32, 4, 15, 44, 65) to confirm that differences existed 
between satisfactorily-achieving and low-achieving students in intelli-
gence and reading skills, but there was the question concerning the ex-
tent to which factors such as self-concept, needs, temperament, and 
background related to differences in achievement among students at Nl{SCe 
Two groups of students were studied. Group A consisted of students 
who entered NWSC as freshmen in the summer and fall of 1965. Group B 
was composed of students who entered as freshmen in the summer and fall 
of 1966. The N's for both groups totalled 479. 
A recapitulation of the procedure presented earlier pointed out 
that data for Groups A and B were analyzed independently; data for the 
sexes were treated separately. Students from the freshmen and sopho-
more classes were divided into three le,.rels of a.cademic achievement: 
Level 1 consisted of those students meeting minimal academic standards 
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(over-all grade point average of 1.99 and below); Level 2 consisted of 
these students meeting adequate academic; standards ( over-all grade point 
average of 2.00 to 2.99); Level 3 was made up of students doing superi-
or academic work (over-all grade point average of 3.00 and above). The 
criterion of performance for Group A was the over-all grade point av-
erage at the end of the fall.semester of the second year; the criterion 
for Group B was over-all grade point average at the end of the first 
semester in school. 
The results of the statistical analyses are given in the preceed-
ing section. A discussion and summarization of the findings are given 
below: 
(1) Test data for the ACT battery, obtained from male and female 
students in Groups A and B,showed clearly that performance on 
the tests of the battery were related to academic performance. 
The p values for source of variation for levels were signifi-
cant at the .01 per cent confidence level. When the test 
means for levels were examined, the means showed a well-de-
fined linear trends The data based upon analyses by sex in-
dicated that the mean scoces for the males in Groups A and B 
were significantiy higher than the mean scores for females 
on the Mathematical Test, the Natural Science Test and the 
Composite Score. The correlations of the test data with the 
over-all grade point average criteria were statistically sig-
nificant with the exception of the ~g1ish Test, which did 
not meet this standard. The findings supported the research 
reported in the literature (4) that the skills arid educational 
background measured by the ACT battery were related to the 
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kinds of performance demanded in college work. 
(2) High school grade point averages tended to exhibit linear 
trends for levels of academic performance in Groups A and B. 
The differences among the means for levels on the whole were 
statistically significant. The females in Groupe A and B had 
significantly higher mean grade point averages than the males. 
College grade point averages were found to be statistically 
significant. In summary, it can be concluded that the posi-
tive and significant relationships between high school aca-
demic work and college academic work, which have been repor-
ted in other studies (31, 4, 1, 48), were repeated in this 
investigation. 
(3) When data for the subtests of the NDRT for Groups A and B 
were analyzed, it was observed that the differences among 
means for levels of academic performance were statistically 
significant. The students who had done well academically in 
college obtained better test scores. Correlation coefficients 
between the subtests and over-all grade point average for 
Groups A and B departed significantly in all instances from 
an r of zero. The outcomes were consistent with findings 
previously reported (31) that the students who did well aca-
demically in college were competent readers. 
(4) When the data from the Henmon-Nelson Test of Mental Ability 
were analyzed by means of analysis of variance, the differ-
ences among means for levels were statistically significant 
for subtests in Groups A and B. Analyses of the differences 
between means on the Verbal subtest for males and females did 
not show them to be significantly different. On the other 
hand, males in both groups had higher means on the quaniita-
tive subtest than the females. The correlations of tb~ sub-
tests with over-all grade point average departed significant-
ly from zero. The findings for Groups A and B indicated that 
this particular test related significantly to academic per-
formance in college, and supported findings reported else-
where (45). 
In the attempt to get a more complete picture of the students at-
tending NWSC, it was decided to determine if needs, temperament, and 
self-concept measures contributed to a better understanding of the stu-
dents than that contributed alone by tests of intelligence and reading. 
The findings for these inventories are as follows: 
(1) Results obtained on the Achievement Scale of the Edwards Per-
sonal Preference Schedule appeared to be related to academic 
success. The mean scores for the Achievement Scale at three 
different levels of academic performance manifested a clearly 
defined linear trend. The students who were doing better 
academic work had a higher mean score than those who were 
meeting minimal standards. In addition, the criterion cor-
relations for the Achievement Scale with over-all grade point, 
average departed significantly from zero in all instances ex-
cepting for females in Group B. None of the remaining p 
values for source of variation due to level were statistical-
ly significant for both samples. Again, it would seem that 
the data based upon the two groups indicated clearly that the 
need for achievement was related to level and quality of aca-
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demic work. In beth Group~ ls and B, sources of variation for 
sex were statistically nignificant for Intraception, Abase-
ment, Change, Heterosgxuality, and Aggression. The females 
in both groups differed from the males in that they expressed 
needs to be more analytical of their own feelings, to be more 
sensitive to the feelings of others, to try to understand 
others, to feel guilty and accept blame, to feel that person-
al pain suffered does more good than harm, to do new and dif-
ferent things, to travel about, and to participate in new 
fads and fashions. The males on the other hand manifested 
greater need to fraternize with the opposite sex, to be ac-
cepted by them, to tell others off when disagreeing with 
them, to blame others when things went wrong, and to attack 
contrary points of view. These sex differences in needs were 
compatible with findings reported by other investigations 
(34, 66). 
(2) Significant p values for sources of variation due to level of 
achievement were secured for two of the bipolar scales of the 
Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey. The outcomes showed 
clearly that the students who had done better academic work 
were more serious and thoughtful in demeanor than those who 
did academic work of minimal acceptability. The correlations 
between the scales of the GZTS and over-all grade point av-
erage for males and females in Groups A and B were, however, 
disappointing. The source of variation for sex was statisti-
cally significant for both samples of males and females, which 
pointed to the fact that the males had the higher mean score 
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on the P.scendance and Submissiveness Scale. Stated another 
way, the better students took their studies se~iously and con-
sidered them important. The females appeared to see them-
selves playing a more submissive role than the males in the 
academic community. 
(3) The Tennessee Self Concept Scale failed to furnish signifi-
cant i=iformation about the students. Certain inferences were 
drawn from the analysis of the data for males and females in 
c · :'. :.'!'id. B separately, and were discussed previously 
,·~er IV). The significant p values were not obtained for 
r.0~1. ,·.·.,:' ::,le scales in the two groups. Stated another way, the 
~ '· ".:i.: ,ic&lly significant findings for Group l were not repli-
.,, .,,.... ~ on any of the scales. The criterion corre-
~ · ·.; ,·:ere fairly substantial and statistically significa.T1t 
for the females in Group B, but the criterion correlations 
for the remainder of the sex samples "i-rere low and, in the ma-
jority of instances, statistically ir.~ignificant. The TSCS 
seemed to be of hm1ted value in this investigation. 
Bacl~'"'Tound materials were ccllected by ~eans of a questionnaire 
for the purpose of ascertaininr i: such data ':,ere useful in furnishing 
a fuller understanding of the :::t'J:.ients in relatio::i to their academic 
achievements. A recapitulatio~ of the finoi~f~E are presented below: 
(1) There was an indicatio~ from the data that a larger percentage 
of the satisfactorily-achievinr'" ::tudents gradu·,ted from small or mediu.-n-
sized high schools. 
(2) More than 50 per cent of the st,1ie:1ti:"' fathers were farmers, 
businessmen or skilled workc:'::, ·::::.::"'.. a.;::-pro·0 ,r-::;.":.c:!.;y four-fifths of the 
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stud~nts whose fathers were professional men were turning in 
accei,table or superior academic work. 
(3) ThG majority of students had parents who had graduated from 
grade school or high school; levels of parents• formal edu-
cation seemed to have little relationship to the quality of 
academic work the students had achieved. 
(4) The majority of the students in the two classes investigated 
came from farms or small agricultural communities; a larger 
number of students from farms were doing acceptable or superi-
or academic work as compared to those who were meeting mini-
mal standards. 
(5) The expressed interests of students showed some relationship 
to grades; for example, 69 per cent of the students who ex-
pressed interest in work of a social service-religious-edu-
cational nature were making satisfactory or superior grades. 
70 per cent who were interested in business and finance were 
doing acceptable academic work, while 54 per cent who indi-
cated preferences for activities of an engineering-agricul-
tural-technical nature were ma.king over-all grade point av-
erages of 2.00 or better. 
When the outcomes presented above were reviewed in terms of the 
hypothesesto be tested in this study (Chapter I), the following con-
clusions appeared to be in line with the findings: 
(1a} Significant differences were found to exist between 
satisfactorily-achieving and low-achieving students in 
Groups A and B for the ACT battery, for high school 
grades, for the subtests of the NDRT, and for the sub-
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tests of the HNTMA: null hypotheses (a), (b) (c), and 
(d) were rejected. 
{1b) The majority of the <::riterion correlations for Groups A 
and B for the ACT battery, for high school grades, for 
the subtests of the NDRT, and for the subtests of the 
HNTMA departed significantly from zero. 
(2a) Significant differences were found to exist on the EPPS 
for Groups A and Bon the Achievement Scale; null hy-
pothesis (e) was rejected in part since only one of the 
fifteen scales differentiated significantly among levels 
of academic performance for both groups. 
(2b) The criterion correlations based on the Achievement 
Scale for three of the sex groups departed significant-
ly from zero while thirteen of the criterion correla-
tions for the females in Group B departed from zero in 
a negative direction; since these negative coefficients 
are difficult to interpret in this situation, and since 
the bulk of the criterion r's for the remaining three 
sex groups are low and in the main insignificant, the 
null hypothesis was tentatively retained. 
{3a) Significant differences were found for Groups A and B 
on the Seriousness vs. Impulsiveness Scale and the 
Thoughtfulness vs. Unreflectiveness Scale of the GZTS; 
null hypothesis (f) was rejected in part since only two 
of the ten scales of the GZTS significantly differenti-
ated among levels of academic performa..~ce for both 
groups. 
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(3b) The criterion correlations were low for the scales of 
the GZTS based upon data for three sex groups; t<11 of 
the criterion r's for the females in Group B departed 
significantly from zero; since these results were not 
replicated on the other three sex groups, the null 
hypothesis was tentatively retained. 
(4a) Significant differences were not obtained for any of 
the scales of the TSCS on Groups A and B; null hypothe-
sis (g) was not rejected since none of the scales dif-
ferentiated significantly among levels of academic per-
formance for both groups. 
(4b) The criterion correlations were low for the scales of 
the TSCS based upon the results for three of the sex 
groups; as in the case of the GZTS all the criterion 
r's for the females in Group B departed significantly 
from zero; again since the findings were not replicated 
on the other three groups ,the null ~pothesis was ten-
tatively retained. 
Certain generalizations fflaJ' be drawn from the findings of this in-
vestigation. The elements which appear to affect academic performance 
adversely are not clear, but those which contribute to satisfactory 
academic achievement at hliSC ca.n be identified. These factors consist 
of adequate skills in readings which involve understanding of content 
and of the organization of the content into meaningful interrelation-
ships, the capacity to comprehend problems and to solve them within a 
reasonable time, the discipline to work for protracted periods of time 
to achieve academically and to experience success, coupled with 
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thoughtful demeanor, and serious concern on the part of the student 
about himself and the nature of the world. Examinations of sex dif-
ferences and backgrc,und data furn1.shed no additional clear-cut evidence 
which was useful in adding to the generalizations above. The outcomes 
of the research on the two groups employed in this study have been ob-
tained in part in investigations conducted elsewhere (39, 34, 49). 
Recommendations 
The information above is useful to advisors and teachers in ar-
riving at some general recognition of the students who should be ex-
pected to do well the first year at NWSC. Such findings should prove 
to enlighten even though the policy at the college is not to select 
students on the basis of test scores or high school grades alone. The 
philosophy which has proved workable admits students and gives them the 
opportunity to demonstrate what they can do in an academic environment 
where they are given considerable individual attention and full oppor-
tunity to develop scholastically and socially. At Northwestern State 
College thi~ has been a major educational objective since the insti-
tution was foundede 
It is realistic to conceive that the student body will increase as 
time goes on. Such an increase will demand more up-to-date facilities 
and possibly a modification in admission policy. The following sug-
gestions a.re listed as possible concerns for implementation in the not 
too distant future: 
(1) A follow-up of students who seem to manifest the characteris-
tics of the successful freshmen as compared to those who do 
not manifest these characteristics, to determine survival and 
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attrition rates. 
(2) _r, factor analysis of the battery of ·tests given the students 
in these samples to determine if m~~ingful factors can be 
extracted. 
(3) Develop a new test based upon these extracted factors and 
validate it against grades and possibly other criterion. 
(4) Develop regression equations based upon this test for predic-
ting the criterion of over-all grade point average, and for 
predicting performance in various courses and concentrations 
of courses. 
(5) Develop a program of in-service training for staff to assist 
them in becoming adept in the use of these materials in ad-
vising and counseling incoming freshmen. 
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25. = !Social i.aan•t .... .i,,,,. .. J -.21• ,12 .10 .3~ .56• .26• ,01 -.22" .13 ,14 -.02 .26• .01 .32" ,04 ,17 -.01 -.12 .01 .11- .11 .15 .05 .14 .14 26. = Emotional atability n. depreaaian) .69" .)8" .29" -.16 .10 .o6 , 1) .03 ,32" .21• .26• .)O" .)2" .10 .25• .08 ,500-.0) .21• .10 .07 .12 .OS .12 , 15 rr. = Cbjec<irl1;1 .,., lllllljec-tirity) .)8" .21• -.09 .oo ,12 -.04 -.06 .,1• .41• ,31• .)O" .)2• ,10 .25• .08 ,500-,01 ,30" -.05 -.06 -.09 -.11 -.09 .oo 28. = (Pri...U- VO, llostility) .11• .38• -.10 ,49" ,40" -.17• .59" ,34• .56• ·'°" .)!lo ,14 '.29" ,18 .68•-.)00 .))• .05 .05 .10 .06 .0·1 .01 29. = 1~'1'\llnoH .,., """1'lecU"') .58" -.01 .6' .48" -.29" ,5'• .31• .500 ,'>9* .50" ,39" ,56• ,40" .46•-.25* .37• .06 .08 ,22" .08 • ·12 .10 )0. az:'1'11 hntm&l :rela'tiou va. cri tica.l.na••) ,13 .63• .31• -.33• .n• .21• .14 ,55• .,1• .. 41• .~)· .41• .)1•-.18 .14 .oo .12 .12 -.o, .06 .09 
)1, ag,s ... Clllilli1i1 va. r ...... 1.A11;1) .03 -.03 -,02 -.09 -.03 -.19 .)Ii• .12 ,28" .200 ,35• .11 -.11 -,13 .28• .I) .09 ,11 .19• ,18 
)2. TSCS (Self c:rt tiuiAa) ,a.J't• ,320 .4'• .. 33• .)O" .53 .z,. ,39" .28• .'6• =~=:~t- ,26• -,01 .1) .12 .05 .09 ,15 _ 
n. 'ISCS P ocon) ,02 ,17 -.02 ,28" .13 .12 .06 .17 ,11 .09 .04 
.11 ,14 , 17 ,13 , 13 
3"" '!SCS 14-'11;1) -.20* -.02 -.16 -.)0" -.11 -.21• -.23• -.18 .oo .35• .03 .07 .15 .12 ,29" .21• .. 21• 
35. !SCS Self Aiidac'ti•) .ez. .66• -~ .8)• .n• .820 CITS• , 1-,. -.26• 
,72" .07 .16 ,19" .07 .15 .22• 
)Ii. 'l!ICS -rior) .,9" .100 .60" .620 .62" .700 .68" .,2 .11• ,09 .13 .16 .05 .14 .200 
37, '!SCI ~cal Nlf) ,6'• .8z- .56• .·18• .62• .600 -.,1• .53• ,02 ,15 ,15 .as .12 .. 19fi 
)8. 'ISCS lloral-o--1 •lf) ,680 .700 .69• .120 ,72" -.21• .66• .07 .12 ,17 .05 ,13 .18 
)9, TSCS t·,,_i Nlf) .'6• ,66• .53• ,58• -.18 .58• -.01 ,09 ,14 ,OJ .01 .16 
'°· 
'ISCS 
-l7 Nlf~ 
,53• .51• .)So -.20• .60• .11 .2,• .21• .17 .23• ,17 
,1. !SCI So<J.al Nlf .52" .56• -.30" .56• 
.01 .14 .I) .01 .09 .15 
.u. t'SCS r•"Yl 'WU'iab1U1;1) .500-.17 .60" -.08 .02 .12 ,04 .OS ,20" ,1. 
-
Diavillatiaa __..) -.11 .500 .OS .14 , 12 .04 .I) .,e 
44-
-
JIICUah) .26• -.10 -.24• -.14 -.12 -.18 -.14 
,5. l,l;'l llatb) -.04 
-.01 .08 -.02 .01 .03 
'6. &Ct !Soci&l Sci._) ,'2• ,69" .59• .79" ,44• 
,1. w:r llaur&l-) .,a- .. 60• • 77• .62• 
'8. ~ (~M) .65• ,84• ..55• 
"· 
lip ...-1 grada poiat •v.._ .67• .53• 
,c • CDl1- p-ade pout av- .65• 
.. 
16,8) 15.73 15.23 12.59 17.06 14-19 20.29 )li,06 1)7.'8 125,3' 103.04 109.11 70.19 66.)9 65.37 651.33 66.25 ,9.36 115.86 17.78 20.18 19.57 20.53 19.62 251.22 
.... 
6.99 6.51 6.28 5.76 5.62 5.8) 4o1a 5.4' ]2.)4 10.99 1,.a9 11.56 8.8) 7,88 7,71 8,'2 8,11 12,651 26.82 5.03 6.35 5.97 6.06 4.66 73.08 
.... 
L,J 
\0 
Table A4~Test Intercorrelations and Correlations of the Tests with the Criterion for Group B (Female) 
N=139 
2 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 11 1a 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
1. 
-
<•--.ia.,.) .45• .49" .41• .49" .51• .04 -.16 -.17• -.08 -.18 .15 -.12 .05 -.15 -.13 -.18 '-.19" -.2:1• -.05 -.15 .1) -.08 -.,1 -.15 
2. 
-i~-> .116<> .91• .21• .860 -.•1• -.41• -.58• -.49" -.42• .54• -.38" -.04 -.600 -.19" -.60<t -.4)• -.58" .09 -.49" .56• -.)5• -.4y• -.520 3o 
- Toal) .96• .17 .19" -.66• -.33• -. 75• -.65• -.600 .67• -.51• -.12 -. 78• -.36" -. 78• -.46* -.n• .)1• -.67• .11• -.46" -.61• -.65" .. 
- ~-tt .. ) .10 • 79" -.1 ... -.35• -.82" -.69" -.61• • 74• -.,1• -.200 -.8'• -.- -.84• -.5t• -Boo .~ .12" -.n• -.50" -.6·1· -. 71• ~ 
=i=) .38" .w .04 .,a .16 .1) -.18 .o6 .)4• .18 .17 .1e -.02 .1e -.1) .zoo -.20<' .09 ,11 ·" 6. -.30" -.17 -.4,f• --~ -.3,4.t • .coo -.34• .o6 -,45" -.14 -.4,- -.32" -...... .05 -.)6• .42" .26• -.)6• --39" 1. 111'1'11 -t) 
.35• .90• .1,• .64• -.84• .59" .46" .94• .53• .92 
--·~ 
.860 .43" .18• -.83• .58• .11• .19• 
a. 
- !lit-> .40" .. 31• .55• -.36" .29" .1e .41• .23• .37• - .. 21• 
·-
-.l&o .55• -.)7• .20" .. 2 .. 11 .29" ,. llfl'S<rdar) .78" .100 -.85• .62" .46• •W .56• .,.. -.50" .90" -.41• .8)• -.84• .600 • 79• .. 61~ 
ID. lll'P.I 1-u-) .re- -.100 .64• .34• .75• .41• .150 -.32" .66- -.25 .68• -.66• .45ilk .62" .64• 
11. lftlS a~) -.63• 
·* .34• .69" .35• .680 -.31• .. 62• -.31• .78" -.6)• .34• .49" .53• 12. 
-
iutUiaticm) -,56• -.35• -.88" -.50" -.81• -.59" -.112" .26• -.75" -.83• -.56• -. 74• -. 75• 
1). la""-'1•) ,300 .62" .;,B• .62" .3)• .6o0 -.25• .59" -.56• 
·-
.45• .51• 
1-. 
-
-> •47" .40" .46• .27• ...... -.23 .40" -.•1• .,')" .45• ... , . 15. 11ft <--~ .97" .52• .92- -.46• .a.• -.88• ciM• .B.t<> .ll.4• 1,. 
-
iA.- .54• .17 .53• -.39" ,50" -.46" .40" ,49" .51• 17. IPfll 
-> ,!IP .,zo -.42" .83• -.B7ci- .62" .82" .84• 18. 
-
(a.up) .49" -.3,4• .4,. - .. 61• .37• ~42'"" ..... 
19. 
-
<-> 
-.-
.75- -.82.• .62" .78• .81• 
20. 
-
! .. -.zialii;r) -.)6• ... 1 .. -.)1• -.36• -.35"' 
21. 
.......-...> -.n• 
-~· .59• .54" 22. 
-
t-.,.i IICU'riV .... •l-i -.S6" -.n• -.1~· 
23. ,;;ca , __ .... 1-1a1 .. .82-o .goo 
u. CZ'lli J,.ac~f;..:"·-:noe ... al:11111.q:1......-a .96• 
n. CIIZll'll S.,c.,,,J. 1"1au1 .... ~) 
i!6. 
-
-~ ~v .... 11a--1•> 
Tl. 
-
Ol:!Kti'riv n. Rl>je-rlV) 
&. 
-
1ria4liMn .... -u11v> 
29. CIZ'III 
~-.... .......n.ott ... ) )Q. = hr.-J. ftlall.- Tao Cll'tti<*laoN) 31. m:!11 1~1;r .... i:-.i1v> 
)2. 'ISCS Self cri\iciem) 
)l. 'ISCS (P-.e) 
)4. Bes p-uv) 
3'). = S.l1' uu.t'oottca) )6. ,scs 111e-) 31. !IICS Plv'aic.l Nlf) 
)8. !IICS !llorol--ool ..U) 39. Bal --lt) 
40. !IICS hm.q •lt! 41. 
-
SolU.al Nlf 
42. ,sa; iTo=~•> 43. 
-
IILotnllaU..-) 
44. A.Cl' !lacliall) 4'). A.Cl' 
·~> 46. A.Cl' (llodal --> 
47. A.Cl' <•-.is.n-) 
""' 
ADI (~ita) 
49. ticll - oP'* PoiDI •'NftP 50. Ool1- P'9'le poi.M -
L 2.15 27.95 30.87 51.00 16.'9 22. 78 148.10 21.00 334.23 21.33 172.97 6.23 Ul-23 1a.03 94.oe 14.24 95.4~ 11.19 8'.40 12.)8 110.65 ,.11 24.10 27.45 40,77 
s.11. 
.81 12.04 16.11 33.96 6.37 9.14 121.90 24-62 382.92 15.~1 253. 12 6.23 208. 76 3.66 92.85 5.48 89.24 3.13 s1.n -..a 1)0.44 5. 72 14.:!fi 16.45 37.09 
.... 
.p:. 
26 Z1 28 29 lO 31 l2 33 34 35 )6 n 38 39 40 41 u 43 44 
'' " 
,1 .a 49 50 
1. llllff (,~, 
· -.12 -.10 
---
.06 .26<> .08 -.07 .16• .16• .15 .15 .16* .13 .15 .12 .19" .n• .1, .18'> ,35* .43• .37• .)6• .38• .31· 2. JllllT { ~~!tlt---.iOB) 
.06 -.35• -.5()0 .06 .47• .28" -.18'> .58" .55• .55• .53• .55" 
-~· 
.53• .54• • 53• .56• .w .55• .49" .)6• .61• .)8• .,9" ,.65 ... J. 11111\," ITo\&l) 
.10 -.40* -.w .19" .59* .30* -.2l\tt .11• .. 13• .73• .·100 .73• • 71• .71• .69* .100 .73• 
.700 .72" .,9" .)20 .63- .25• .49• .11• ... BIM Qout1u,:~wJ 
.12 •• 47• -.67• .11• .59" .))• -.300 • 78" .79" .190 .76• .79" .77• .77• .77• .76• .78• .76• .78" .49" .300 .64• .25" .41• .82" 5. 
-
fenal) 
-.26• .04 .06 -.o, -.12 .01 .23• -.11 -.18• -.19" -.18" -.18" -.19" -.n .. -.200 -.18• -.17• 
-.15 -.11• .19" .38• .2111- .35* .15 .02 ,. Dl1U Total) 
.02 -.24• -.)6• .05 .36• .17• -.12 • 46• .43• .42" .41• .. ). .39" .42• . ,40" ... , . .44• 
·"" 
.,5• .,3• .28• .62• .)6• .39• .50• 7. IPPil 
--·> -.24• -~ • 71• -.2.4• --~· -.).4• .40* -.84• -.89" -.89" -.87• -.88" -.88" -.86• -.88* -.85" -.87• -. 78• -.85• -. 27- -.o3 -.3.4• .07 -.2J11 -.11• a. lll'PS .Do!eN<aoe) 
-.08 .11 .26• -.24• -.27• -.12 .1~ -.40* -.400 -.40* -.40* -.42" -.38" -.36• -.38• -.39• -.40" 
-. 36• -. 39" -.28• .06 -.16• -1111• - .. :37 .... -g lei• 9. SPPli Ord..r) 
-.19" .57• .n• -.26• -.w -.)6• .40* -.85• -.90• -.91• -.89" -.90" -.89" -.88* -.89" -.BB• -.89" -.eoo -.111• -. 34• -.14 -.39• .05 .... 21• -.81• 10. D'P.11 IIO:b.ibitian) 
-.18" .40" ,59" -. 15• -.48" -.24• .34• -.74• -.14• -.14• -.72" -.15• -.72" -.11• -.11• -.12• -.13• -.10-- -.11• -.l,4• -.11• -.32" -.07 -.2JQ -.68• 11. 
- 1£1>·-> -.18• .28" ,49" -.21• -.39" -.zo- .29" -.68• -.69" -.69" -.69" -.11• -.61• -.65• -.67• -.67• -.71• -.62• -.67• -.35• -.01 -.32• .01 -.29" -.63• 12. IPRI Util.ation) .14 -.51• -.68• .19" .50" .39" -.))• .82:9 .85• .84• .84• .84• .85• .82" .82• .82• .BJ• .73• .81• .)1• .09 .41• .02 ~2~· .15• 13. ll'PS (lntraceptia,,) 
-.16• .34• .,,. -. 16• -.37* -.25* .26• -.61• -.62• -.62* -.61• -.61• 
--59" -.59" -.61• -.61• -.62• •• 54• -.60- -.10 -.12 -.2)• .02 -.19• -.56• 14. EPPS (Sw:oonace) 
-.,1• .21• .37• -.01 -.06 .... ,a• .23• -.44• -.45• -.46" -.46• -.43• 
- .. 44• -.41• -.46• -.43• -.46• -.JSo -.43• .06 .16<> .09 .21• .10 -.)2-11 15. iff'S (-..... .. l 
-.25• .56• .76• -.21• -.60" -.406 .43• -.88* -.94• -.94• -.92" -.93• -.93• -.91• -.92" ... 91• -.93• -.83• -.91• -.300 -.10 -.40• .05 -.28* -.8)• 16. 
-
(&-ut 
-.07 .41• .46• -. 166 -.28• -. 13 .• 25* -.51• -.51• -.52- -.49• -.51• 
--49" --49" -.46• -.51*-.~ --•5• -.47• -.23• -.01 -.11 .11 -.o8 -•• a• 17. 111'1'11 ( lh1rt1IJ'aACe ) 
-,23* .56• .n• -.26• --59" -.39* .44• -.81• -.93• •• 93• -.91• -.92• -.91• -.90" -.91• -.90" -.92* -.82* -.90• -.)1• -.10 -.,,. .04 -.28• - .. 8)* 1a. 
-
(C~) 
-.08. .25• ;"37• -.OS -.24* -.26* .OJ -.46• -.52• -.51• 
--55° -.50* -.53• -.49* - .. 54• -.52•-.500 -.38• -.51• -.18• -.21• -.35• -.19" -.28• -.49" 19. ltl'PS ll!:D4urauce) 
-.23• .59" .76• -.25• -.65• -.40'" .45" -.81• -.90" 
--90" -.88" -.89" -.88• -.88• -.87• -.88•-.87• -. 79" -.87• -.28• -.13 -.43• .03 -.30" -~81• 20. 
-
11etuo........i1v) 
.15 -.25• -.31• .24• .25• .15 .06 .33• .41• .400 .41• .400 .40" .400 .41• .38• .,12* .29" • J9" .. ,, . -.08 .07 -.11 .o.\ ,35• 21. ll'l'S (4gNH1aa) 
-.25• .41• .59" -.28• --47• -.28• • )6• -. 75• -. 79* --79" -.18• •• 79" -.11• -.·15• --71" -.16• -.80* 
-. 69" -. 76'> -· 32• -.10 -.26• .05 -.25• -.69• 22. = (OolleJ'l acUvil;J va. al""""*"l .11• •• 51• -.69" .61• .54• .34• -.30" .83• .84• .85• .83• .82* .84• .800 .82" .820 .8)• 
.76• .81• -.28• .15 .42• .oo .29• • 76• 23. = (Ser1ousne•• va. iepw.ai~eneaa .15 .620 .85• -.19" -.43• -.42" .29* -.53• -.62• -.62• -.61• -.61• -,..62• -.61• -.61* ~6J•-.59" -.54• -.60" -.28• -.04 -.24• -.Ol -.18• -.5611-24- crl'1'5 (bcendacee va. IN'blaiaaiverwiaa 
-.06 .79" .99" -.18• -.45• -.:w• • )6• -. 75* -.82• -.82" -.80* -.81• -.82" -.80* -.B1• -.61• -.81• 
-. 74• -. 78• -.44• -.04 -.31• -.06 -.16it -.12 .. 25. GZ'l'S (Social 1.r.it.are•t. va. .ivr. .. ) 
-.02 .620 .93• -.220 -.54• -.40" .41• -.17" -.85• -.85• -.83• -.84• -.85• -.83• -.63• -.84•-.82" 
-.16• -.62• -.31• -.09 -.36• .oo -.24• -.18• 26. GZ'l'5 rri.ottoaal at.a.bib "ty v•. depnaaion) 
.19* .12 .22• .18• .11• -.22" .17• .31• .32" .31• .32• .32• .28• .32• .300 .35• 
.20* 
.).4• -·°'· -.14 -.04 -.26• -.05 .. 18• 21. = Objectivil;J va. INbjec~iYil;J) 
.90" .oo -.43• -.200 ,33" -.51• •• 53• -.53• -.51• -.50" -.~ -.51• -.51• -. 53* -. 50" -.54• -.51• -.2811t -.04 -.21• .01 -.10 -.52• 24. = ~J'ricndli.Maa va. hostili"ty) -.11 -.54• -.32• • 38• -. 72" -. 11• -.76• -,74° -.15• -.15• -.75• -.15• -.15•-.74• 
-.12• -.13• -·l4· -.10 -.34• -.04 -.20• -.138 29. = 'l'oov.gh. tt'U..lae- va. unrat'lecU. ve) .20* .37• -.07 .26• .34• .33• ,32• .)6• .)20 .15• .31• .35• .32• .23• .)5" .17• .02 .21• .04 .14 .28• ,o. GZ'IS (hnOMl Nl&tio"" u. criticolnaH) 
· .43• -.39" .51• .61• .63• • 57• .61• .62* .w .57• .64• .51• 
.54• .62" .25• .26• . .)5• .os .45• .61 411 31. = (11aacL11n11;1 vo. r-.wuv) -.15 .)00 .43• .43• .43• .42;9 .44• .41• .42;9 .47• .39• .25* .,1• .03 .11 .11• .05 .2041 .36• )2. = (S.lr critici .. ) --39" -.46• -.46• -.45• -.46• -.44• -.46• -.42• ,-.48• -.43• 
--39" -.44* -.10 -.05 -.15 .22• -.,, -.44• 33. = r·~> .88• .69• .85• .88• .85• .64• •• 85• .86• .BSo .89" .87• ,34* .11 .4C>" .oo• .26• .82• )4. 'l5CS 1.i....~;v) -.1u0011 .99" .99" ,99" .98• ,98• I .98• -.98• .82• .91• .36• .12 .45• -.01 .. 30• .88• 35. = Soll aU.roctioa) .98• .99" .98• .98• .98• .97• -.98" .84•" .96• .34• .11 .45• -.01 ,300 .. 88• 3'. '1'5CS lob&vior) 
.98" .98• .97• .98• .97• -.98• 
.75• .95• .34• .10 .43• .03 .. 2·1· .e6• )l. 'ISCS !J'll7oical Nlt) 
.98• .98• .98• .97•-.98• 
.82• .97• .38• .12 .46• .oo ,30" .86• 38. 'ftiCS -.,ra1-.t111oa1 Nl1') 
.91• .97• .96•-.96• 
.79" .95• .35• .12 .43• -.02 ,29" .85• 39. TSCS t•.--l Nlr) .96• .96• -.96• 
.78• .95• .)6• .10 .45• -.01 .30" .86• 40. 'l5CS r..11¥ Nlr) 
.96•-.91• 
.78• .95• .13• .09 .42• - .. 02 .26• .. 86• 
,1. 'ISCII !Socl.&l .. i.r) .95• .78• .95• .36• .14 .45• .02 .35• eBB• 
'2. 'ISCII 'l'o\&l VU"iabUi 1;J) 
.82• .96• .33• .08 .43• -.05 .25• .86• 43. TSCI lluV'ibuUaa ""°") 
.85• .29" .14 .4·1• .oo .26• .16• 44. .lC't l!a;!lilll>) 
.34• .11 .42• -.01 .2841 .36• 
,5. ACT ! ... th) 
.25• .46• .38• ,.47• .48• 46. wr Social Scienoo) 
.34• .34• .46• .,32• 47. wr (la-..! Sc:1-) 
.54• .55• .53• 48. wr (~1 .. ) 
.64• .44• ,9. a.Ip .-1 cr,Mlo pou,~ ave,._ 
,44• l,O. CD1lep ,,...ia po1ni ......... 
.. 17.21 19.61 25.n 13.16 16.75 1).62 11.55 25.08 197.35 78.84 62.23 67.70 46.96 ,5.80 42.29 44.87 4~,.35 33.os 62.93 18.69 16.94 16.29 18.94 11.56 160,95 
I.D. 6.58 10.'1 17.75 4-33 4.93 4,79 4.28 12.90 161.64 54.92 45.21 49.76 25.50 26.49 24.51 28. 79 29.34 22.08 58.47 4.55 5.57 6.72 5.67 5.61 145,07 
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APPENDIX B 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
CLASSIFICATION (circle one) FR SO JR SR 
TYPE OF HOME COMMUNITY (check one) 
FARM 
OR OPI!."N 
CCX.JNTRY 
---
SURBURB OF MEI'ROPOLITAN AREA 
OF: 
MORE THAN 2 MILLION 
----100, 000 to 2 MILLI ON __ _ 
100,000 to 499,999 ___ _ 
L:E:::iS THAN 100, ooo ____ _ 
TYPE OF SCHOOL ATTENDED: (check one) 
144 
CENTRAL CITY OF: 
MORE THAN 2 MILLION ___ 
500,000 to 2 MILLION ___ 
100,000 to 499,999 __ _ 
LESS THAN 100,000 __ _ 
PUBLIC PRIVATE: CHURCH RELATED 
---
PRIVATE: NON-DEN<lwlINATIONAL~ 
SIZE OF GRAIUATING CLASS (check one) 
LESS THAN 25 __ 25-99 __ 100-399_ 400 or more __ 
NUMBER OF' YOUNGER CHILDREN LIVING AT HOME 
---
NUMB:?.'R OF CTHER DEPENDENTS LIVING AT HOME 
---
LIST YOUR INTENDED VOCATION 
--------------~---
LIST YOUR F.;XTRA-CURRICUL.AR ACTIVITIES _____________ _ 
LIST ANNUAL FAMILY INCOME (If you consider this confidential, please 
omit) 
-------------------------
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